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.More than just Wallcoverings 

Fred G. Anderson inc. 
Contract Department 
5825 Excelsior Blvd . 

Minneapolis, MN 55416 
(612) 927-1800 

At Fred G. Anderson, we boast about our wide selection of wall 
coverings. But service is our specialty. Our staff has worked with 
architects and interior designers throughout the U.S. for over 30 years. 
And they're eager to give you personalized service and individual 
attention. Visit our beautiful new showroom in Minneapolis. 

Call on FGA - for more than just wallcoverings. 

Fred G. Anderson Branch Offices: Cedar Rapids, Iowa & Omaha, Nebraska 
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Builders' Specialties 

Photo: 
Donaldson Corporation 
Architect: Hammel, Green & Abrahamson, Inc. 
Photographer: John Driemen 

Representing: 
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14800 Martin Drive 
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New Colonnade™ Carpet 
now featured at LOWY 

The BIG SHOWROOM! 
"Park Square" is only one of Colonnade's plush carpetings we carry in stock. 
Distinctive scu lptured geometric pattern . A luxury look in your choice of 
several natural Berber tones. Rugged , traffic-taking 100% Zefran® Acrylic 
from Badische, treated with DuPont Teflon ® carpet protector to resist soil. 
Colonnade-always a step ahead . 
So are you at LOWY - The BIG SHOWROOM that shows you more! 

CALL Rob Hunegs, Perry Flasher or Karen Olson. 
Metro: 1-612-636-0900; Minn . WATS: 1-800-672-0934; Outstate WATS: 1-800-328-800. 

LOIN9 
ENTERPRISES, INC. 

The BIG SHOWROOM ... 1565 First Ave. N.W., New Brighton, MN 55112 



.. For two years, we've been consulting with industry leaders, pouring over books, 
looking at thousands of wallcovering samples. The result is Wallsource - the most 

comprehensive book of best-selling vinyls ever offered to the contract market." 

Frank Hirshfield 
Chairman Of The Board 



Hirsblield's introduces 
Wallsource-the newbible 
oi com1nercia1 vinyls. 
Never before in the history of wallcoverings has 
there been such a definitive commercial vinyl 
book. Measuring 7" thick, carrying over 1,400 
patterns selected from 7 leading companies , 
Wallsource is, indeed, the new bible of commer
cial vinyls. Here's why this book will be such an 
extraordinarily vital and productive resource 
for you. 

It's what's between 
the covers. 

Unlike most commercial vinyl books which come 
from one manufacturer, Wallsource represents the 
best products of 7 companies all assembled in one 
180-page volume. We spent hours and hours select
ing the most appealing and saleable textures and 
colorways from 7 different sources, so you could go 
to one source - Wallsource - and find them all. 

If it's not here, it 
probably doesn't exist. 

Literally every basic bread-and-butter type of 54" 
vinyl texture is here between the covers of 
Wallsource. You'll find burlaps, stones, masonry, 
jutes, grasses , woven tones, stuccos , marbles , 
geometrics, stripes, strings, and suedes. Materials 
are both Type I and Type II , and all meet or 
exceed requirements of Federal Specifications 
CCC-W-408A. 

All the colors 
on God's earth. 

It's impossible to convey the vast array of colorways 
in the Wallsource book. So, we'll just give you a sam
pling: "New Snow," Hoarfrost ," "Silver Frost," 
"Buckskin," "Flaxen ," "Haystack ," and "Sage ;" 
"Zinnia ," "Mango," " Persimmon," "Flamingo," 
"Garnet ," "Heather, " and "Slate." 

Every shade, every nuance, every subtle com
mercial color variation is here . .. waiting for you in 
Wallsource. 

Full backup 
from Hirshfield's Contract. 

To help you select precisely the right wallcoverings 
for your projects , Hirshfield's will provide you with 
whatever information and sampling you require. 

Our architectural and design representives will 
assist you with on-site visits , measuring for rollage, 
preparation of estimates, etc. 

Copies ofWallsource are available for viewing at 
Hirshfield's Contract Showroom, 824 Hennepin, 
Minneapolis , and Hirshfield's Harmon Court De
signer Showroom, 1128 Harmon Place, Min
neapolis , as well as at all seven Hirshfield's retail 
stores in the Twin City area. 

For more information, call Hirshfield's Con
tract Dept., (612) 370-2626. 

HIRSHFIELD'S 

CONTRACT SHOWROOM: 824 HENNEPIN AVE .• MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403 • PHONE: (612) 370-2626. FREE PARKING IN REAR 
DESIGNER SHOWROOM: SUITE 304, HARMON COURT DESIGN CENTER, 1128 HARMON PLACE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403 •PHONE : (612) 370-2695. FREE PARKING IN REAR 
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Proven design leadership 
which hos not gone unnoticed. 

In the last several years, Minnesota architects have won 
over 200 prestigious awards here and around the world. 

This excellence has been recognized in the design of 
facilities ranging from single family residences 

to large corporate headquarters. 

Keep us in mind. 

minnesota architects 

Minnesota Society American Institute of Architects, 314 Clifton Avenue, :vlinneapolis, Minnesota 55403 612-874-8771 



Home Sweet Hometel® 
Called by Hometel President Robert Wooley, 

"The hotels of the future (2 room kitchenette 
suites) not the traditional 2 beds in a box," 
today's and tomorrow's Granada Royal Hometels 
proudly showcase modern beauty from the past... 
genuine marble. 

Marble vanities ... marble bar area ... marble 
floors ... marble walls. Genuine marble provides 
elegance and easy maintenance to the chain's 
(pictured) new Bloomington , MN property and 
others throughout the U.S. 

Yes, "there's no place like Hometel" where 
genuine marble is every place. (And "there's no 
place like home" for the same residential ele
gance.) 

Minnesota Marble Industry 
(612) 222-4759 



Carlisle membrane solves problem 
of "reskinning" Yale "Whale" 

NEW HAVEN, CT -Four steel cables suspended from 
a center concrete arch give the intricate 5,500-square 
foot roof of Yale University's David S. Ingalls Hockey 
Rink the appearance of a colossal whale swimming 
across the campus. 

Unfortunately, for the last three years, the "whale" 
wasn 't the only one doing the swimming. Because of a 
leaky roof, Yale Hockey team members many times 
had to battle water puddles as well as their opponents. 

F.J. Dahill Co., Inc. , a local roofing , structural remodel
ing contractor, was chosen to roof the whale with an 
EPDM membrane manufactured by the Carlisle Tire & 
Rubber Co. , Carlisle, PA 

The most difficult phase of the job was to develop a 
staging system of ladders which would conform to the 
roof's irregular shape and allow the crews to work . 

To support the ladders, Dahill crews nailed off 2 x 4 
boards between the 23,000 lineal feet of battens covering 

the roof's surface. Two ladders were placed so that ap
proximately 170 rolls of Carlisle EPDM, ranging from 10 
to 103 feet long , could be placed in the 4112-foot gap 
between battens. 

The EPDM sheets were loose laid over the old neo
prene material and nailed at six-inch intervals at the base 
of each batten. A 12-inch piece of elastoform was then 
secured over the battens. When a row was finished , one 
of the ladders was moved and the process started all over. 

Flashing was secured by inserting a metal band in the 
large reglet joints at the top arch and bottom wall and 
covering it with a sealant. 

Old neoprene on the 6-foot x 360-foot concrete deck 
at the roof's bottom was stripped and replaced with 
EPDM that was completely sealed with Carlisle adhesive. 

JACK F SOCIATES ®MIMI= 5500 Lincoln Drive # 195 
Edina, Minnesota 55436 
612-935-9800 
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What must an architect 
know to protect the 
public health, safety 
and welfare? 

The most definitive answer possibly 
ever reached is now contained in the fi
nal report of a two-year, $. 5 million 
study conducted by the National Coun
cil of Architectural Registration Boards . 
The study was undertaken by the Coun
cil to determine whether or not the ex
aminations it prepares and administers 
across the country to all registration 
candidates adequately test for the basic 
competence required in the public inter
est. An important conclusion of the 
NCARB steering committee in charge 
of the study is that the exams are "rea
sonably related" to the practice of archi
tecture. It recommended , however , that 
efforts should be made by N CARB to 
improve the examination process , essen
tially by "pre-testing" certain exam 
methods not currently used to see 
whether any of them should be incorpo
rated in the existing exam structure . 

Of special interest to both architects 
and the users of architectural services is 
the report's findings on what, exactly, 
are the things an architect does. For its 
data , the steering committee queried 
perhaps the largest sample of architects 
ever approached for professional re
search purposes . An exhaustive ques
tionnaire was mailed to nearly a quarter 
of all registered architects in the U .S., 
and a better than 15% response was re
alized. The committee also conducted 
inquiries into the services architects per
form-and their relative importance
by means of panel sessions with private 
and public officials who commission ar
chitectural projects or otherwise work 
with practitioners. 

The study concluded that an architect 
may perform one or more of some 3 8 
services in protecting the public health, 
safety and welfare . These services were 
grouped in seven categories: program
ming, site design, building design , con
struction documents, bidding and nego
tiation, constuction, and miscellaneous. 

Copies of NCARB'S Final R eport: 
Practice Analysis and Assessment E valua
tion Study are now available at the 
Council Office. Send check or money 
order in the amount of $25 to: National 
Council of Architectural Registration 
Boards, 1735 New York Avenue, 
N.W., Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 
20006. 

news, notes & opi,nions 

Joan Mondale to speak 
at MSAIA Design 
Exhibition 

On November 3rd the doors of the 
H yatt Regency in downtown Minneapo
lis will swing open for the start of the 
4 7th Annual MSAIA Design Exhibi
tion . Over 3,000 architects and other 
design professionals are expected to 
walk through those doors to see, hear, 
and talk about the state of architecture 
in this region. 

The lineup of event for the four days 
pormises a rich offering of ideas and in
formation . Many of the professional de
velopment seminars will focus on the 
practice of architecture, in response to 
the current pressure on firms to survive 
in a slow construction market. Some of 
these include "Marketing and Client 
Relations", "How to Conduct a Better 
Business Meeting", "Contracts, Fees, 
Negotiations", and "Small Firms-Be
ginning,Surviving, Prospering' ' . Those 
intersted in how the developer evaluates 
a potential project can hear Tom Swift 
from Gerald Hines Interests, the devel
oper of the Pillsbury Center. Swift will 
also participate in a panel discussion 
about the development outlook for Min
neapolis. On Wednesday morning, 
Dudley Riggs and Company will give a 
witty introduction to the new MSAJA 
Energy Sourcebook, the first compendium 
of energy-conscious design information 
appropriate for this region. 

Above: Thomas F. Ellerbe, 
FAIA, second recipient of 
the Gold Medal from the 
Minnesota Society/ 
American Institute of 
Architects. Clockwise from 
top left: Design Exhibition 
speakers Joan Mondale, 
Fay Jones, M. Paul 
Friedberg, and Norman 
De Haan. 

Lest you suspect that this year's con
vention will sacrifice aesthetics to busi
ness intersts, be assured that the inspira
tional side of architecture will not be 
forgotten. Fay Jones, FAIA, whose 
Thorncrown Chapel in Eureka Springs, 
Arkansas, received an Honor Award 
this year, will discuss his design process 
from the genesis of an idea to its reali
zation. Paul Kennon , Jr. , FAIA, presi
dent of Caudill Rowlett Scott, the firm 
that wrote the book on team design, will 
speak at the Tuesday luncheon, as will 
architecture critic and House and Garden 
editor Martin Filler. Joan Mondale, 
long-time arts advocate and author of 
The Politics of Art, will speak Tuesday 
night about the larger expressive sys
tems in society and how the artist/archi
tect creates social and political content in 
his or her work (open to the public) . 
Other notable speakers include Norman 
DeHaan, AIA, FASID, who will share 
his perspective on how architects and 
interior designers can work together; 
landscape architect M. Paul Friedberg, 
known for his design of urban malls, 
plazas and parks; and William House
man, AM's editor, who will talk about 
the difference between two and three di
mensional architecture. 

Of course, a convention is made up 
of more than speeches and seminars . 
The convention hall will be packed with 
over 170 exhibits plus, for the first 
time, a "New Products Demonstration 
Area'. Another first: the "Works in 
Progress" display will feature projects 
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Motion chaired. 

Whatever image you're of a mind to create, we con help 
you bring it to life beautifully. In everything from this on-the
move boardroom choir to artwork for your reception area. 

Put your ideas in motion. Coll us today. 

CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS INC. 
5740 WAYlATA BLVD. • MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55416 • (612)544-0383 

Wooden ~

Spiral 
Stain 

at Economical 
Prices 

We offer a complete line of 
spiral stairs in metal and wood. 

Call or write .for more information. 

Phone Toll Free 800 621-3887 
(In Illinois call 312 227-8461) 

______ 2153 W. Division St .. Chicago. 1160622---
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now on the boards of member firms. 
Special events will include: Architecture 
Minnesota Breakfast and Publisher's 
Awards; Guest Night; the Grand Open
ing of Paper Architecture, a bookstore 
and gallery; the Gold Medal and Honor 
Awards Convocation; the President's 
Reception; and a final dinner/dance at 
the Hyatt. 

The MSAIA Design Exhibition will 
run from Tuesday, November 3 
through Friday, November 6. The 
themes for the four days are: The Drea
mers, The Shapers, The Builders, and 
The Celebration. 

Historical society plans 
extensive improvements 
on its historic home 

Inter Design, Inc., has just completed 
a schematic plan for the renovation and 
expansion of the Hennepin County His
torical Society building. Built in 1919 
for Mrs. George Christian, the struc
ture became the Historical Society Mu
seum and offices in 19 57. The Society 
has now outgrown it, but rather than 
move, it decided to expand and improve 
its facility. 

The expansion planned by lnter
Design will add 11,000 square feet to 
the existing 15 ,000 square foot struc
ture. Built of concrete block clad with 
an insulated aluminum skin of the same 
gray color as the 1919 house, the pro
posed addition will contain an audi
torium, elevator, display areas, and 
basement storage which is temperature 
and humidity controlled. The Society's 
present storage does not have these con
trols, which makes the preservation of 
manuscripts and other items more 
difficult. 

The existing building's architectural 
character will be maintained inside and 
out. It will be used primarily for "Pe
riod Room" displays and other perma
nent exhibits. The new administrative 
area will be located in what is now the 
garage. 

The design was approved by the 
Hennepin County Historical Society in 
August. It is now seeking funding 
sources. 

Nation's first trolley 
system built since WWII 
is now running in 
San Diego 

Nicknamed the "Tia Juana Trolley," 
San Diego's new 16-mile light rail 
transit line went operational in mid
summer and now links the downtown 
with the Mexican border at San Ysidro
Tia Juana. It enjoys an even greater dis
tinction than just being the first new 
trolley line built anywhere in a genera-

continued on p. 7 6 





Anyway you look at it, 
SuperSky looks better. 

Inside or out, your building will look better with SuperSky. 

You design the skylight and SuperSky engineers it and builds it 
to your specifications. 

When skylights figure in your plans, see the people at Snow-Larson. 
Because they know building materials, inside and out. 

So for a closer look at SuperSky and a wide variety of other quality 
building materials, call Snow-Larson today. 

SNOW-LARSON, INC. 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

Snow-Larson, Inc., 1221 N. 2nd Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55405 
612/374-1216 Minnesota Toll Free 800/742-0674 
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BOLD 
C~FTSMEN 
SINCE 1873 

KOHLER 
DISTRIBUTORS 

ARE 

·Baker Mfg. Company 
Minneapolis 

Bartley Supply Co. 
St. Cloud and 
Brainerd 

Goodin Company 
Minneapolis and 
St. Paul 

Graybow-Daniels Company 
Minneapolis 

Heles Supply Company 
Worthington 

Marshall Northwest Pipe 
Fittings, Inc. 

Marshall 

North States Supply Corp. 
Duluth 

Wilson Supply Co. 
Albet Lea and 
Mankato 



THE BOLD LOOK 
OF KOHLER 

At the edge of your imagination lies a new frontier of comfort. The Super Spa, 103" x 86V2" x 34" of sublimity. With optional 
fixed or floating teakwood table for added pleasure. Installed indoors or out. A practical alternative to a swimming pool, 
seNing as both hot tub and whirlpool. Shown in Sequoia, one of a variety of exciting colors. For a free, full-color catalog, 
contact your Kohler dealer listed in the Yellow Pages or write : Kohler Company, Dept. SPA A , Kohler, Wisconsin 53044. 



Your 
Need 

To 
Know 

The economics of mechanical system 
insulation come down to these points: 

Energy operating costs 
Energy conservation 
Insulation investment costs 
Insulation life cycle costs 

Energy costs continue to rise. 
Insulation is the most universally accepted 
solution for energy conservation. 

New technology and improved cost 
analysis make mechanical system 
insulation even more effective. As much 
as 30-40% more than earlier designs. 
That's important information for the 
construction industry. Particularly 
architects, engineers and builders here in 
the north. 

Keep up with your need to know. 

Call or write: 

Heat, Frost and Thermal Insulation Education Fund 

18 ARCHITECTURE MINNESOTA 

766 Transfer Road, St. Paul, Minnesota 55114 • 612/646-2121 

"Human history becomes more and more a 
race between education and catastrophe. " 

H.G. Wells 



FBD Booklet. 
37 ways to . 
improve~ 
business with 
Long Distance. 

For your free copy.just return the coupon or call 
toll-free: 1-800-752-4225 (Ext. 655) 
Outside Minnesota, call toll-free 1-800-328-4535 
(Ext. 655} 
D Please mail me the free booklet "37 Ways to 
Improve Your Business With Long Distance." 
D Please call me concerning my Long Distance 
calling program. 
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scanning the media 

Being a collection of hard facts and appealing notions gleaned from the 
pages of periodicals you'd read if you had the time 

Heading for the hills 

WHOLE UNDERGROUND HOUSING 
DEVELOPMENTS ARE BEING PLANNED 
TO POKE OUT OF HILLSIDES, HERE 
AND ABROAD. The information comes 
from Next (August, 1981 ) which re
cently folded after its laudable editiorial 
effort to promote futurism. We learn 
that a French company called Architerra 
is now building 4 7 earth-sheltered 
houses in a hillside near Nice and ex
pects to build more of the same near 
Grenoble, France , and Madrid, Spain . 
Meanwhile, the French firm 's American 
reps are reported to be "scouting Amer
ican hills for potential development ." 

Lifting the auto seige 
FORMER WASHINGTON POST ARCHI

TECTURE CRITIC WOLF VON ECK
ARDT HAS SHIFTED HIS ALLEGIA CE 

TO TIME, where he will handle its new 
design section. In his first story (Time, 
Oct. 12), he describes the Dutch system 
for taming the onslaught of automobiles 
in residential neighborhoods. It works 
as follows: "The entrances to streets are 
necked-down to one lane to slow down 
autos; that lane is broken up with trees, 
planters, play equipment, benches and 
flower beds. Cars are parked diagonally 
in small groups on alternate sides of the 
street, so that moving vehicles have to 
slalom around them. Intersections are 
marked by islands of greenery or with 
gradually raised crosswalks." 

Called a Woonerf (loosely, a "pro
tected precinct"), the concept is now 
working in 800 Woonerven across The 
Netherlands, has spread to West Ger
many, and U.S. urbanologists who have 
gone over to have a look are impressed . 

Let's see if it'll fly 
FAILURE TO CONSIDER URBAN 

DESIGN EARLY IN THE BUILDING 
PROCESS RESULTS IN A HOST OF 
UNHAPPY CONSEQUENCES, writes a 
planner named Hamid Shirvani, of 
Corbin , Yamafuji & Partners, in the 
August issue of Environmental Comment, 
a publication of the Urban Land 
Institute. Some of the more flagrant and 
irreversible mistakes include the 
palpable misuse of resources, 
destruction of landscape and old 
buildings, and the building of 
unimaginative, socially irrelevant 
"boxlike structures." Says Shirvani, 
"There has been a public outcry against 
such failures." The antidote? Design 
review procedures which ensure that 
both public and private development is 
acceptable to the public. Citing 

continued on p. 80 

Dinner, Monday,Saturday, 
6,IQPM 

Lunch, Monday,Friday, 
11 :30,2:30PM 

After,Theatre Menu 

International cuisine 
created and served 
in the elegant tradition of the 
world's great restaurants. 

Credit cards 

Valet parking evenings 

Reservations 
874-6440 

510 Groveland Avenue, 
Minneapolis 



Go Straight 
To Cronstroms When Your 
Designs Call For Curves 

Lake Superior Maritime Museum, Architect: Architectural Resources, Inc., Hibbing, MN; Army Corps of Engineers 

Even though energy efficiency is the 
watchword in public buildings today, 
that doesn't mean you have to shackle 
yourself to time worn designs. Instead, 
consider the benefits of Cronstroms CTS 
thermal barrier system. Its energy-saving 
design eliminates metal-to-metal con
tact in curved or straight designs. And 
that means no frost or condensation, 
even at temperatures of -30°F. Of 
course, that's something you'd expect 

from Cronstroms. Cronstroms was the first to develop this 
thermal break system 14 years ago. 
You'd also expect to find unusual applications of the CTS 
system. You will. 
At the Lake Superior Maritime Museum located on Minneso
ta 's waterfront in Duluth, a location buffeted by winter's 
bone-chilling gale force winds, the architect specified 
Cronstroms CTS thermal barrier energy saving walls and 
windows for a new addition linking two sections. Notice the 
bent mullions of the upper section. 
You'll find another distinctive CTS design at First Federal 
Savings and Loan where curved mullions frame the glass 
entry doors. 

CRDNSTRDMS 
MANUFACTURING, INC. 
4225 Hiawatha Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55406 
(612) 722-6671 

First Federal Savings and Loan, Architect : Gene 
Hickey & Associates, Minneapolis, MN 

Over 50 Years 

Stop by and visit us at the MSAIA Convention, booth #108 
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Call on the brick and block wall specialist to give your buildings 
added fire protection. 

Drywall elevator shafts and stairwells can collapse in a fire . Steel 
loses its load-carrying capacity when temperatures rise above 1000°F. 

Glass and metal curtain-walls can shatter or melt. 
Brick and block walls won 't burn. melt. buckle or disintegrate. No 

matter how hot the fire . Good reasons for masonry stairwells, masonry 
protective compartments. and masonry firewalls on every floor of 
your building. 

No one can prevent all fires from starting, but the bricklayer. 
working with brick and block, can keep them from spreading. 

Brick and block. Some of the best fire protection your 
building can get. 

minnesota masonry institute 
7851 METRO PARKWAY SUITE 103 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 
PHONE 612-854-0196 

Send me information on the fire 
safety advantages of brick and block. 

Name 

T itle --------- - -----

Co mpany _____________ _ 

Address------------

City _ ______ state ___ Zip __ 

Nature of Business __________ _ 
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MINNEAPOLIS SHOWROOM: 
Suite 308 

3050 Metro Drive 
Minneapolis , Minn . 55420 

Tel. (612) 854-2070 

MSAIA CONVENTION 
Hyatt Regency 

Booth #400 



Pen & Ink Drawings • Watercolors • Limited Edition Prints 
by Michael Garberick 

Heron 17" x 29" 14" x 2 31/2" Tonal Flame 

Source Studios 314 Clifton Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403 (6l2)4;54-2919 

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR 

C~NTDN 
-CORPORATIONS 

PHOTO BY JIM MAJERUS 

SIMPLE! WITH REDWOOD IT DARES TO BE GREAT! 
Spacious and exciting. Lots of land on which 
to roam. How do you make it something spe
cial? You make it a Rustic Redwood home! 

Lines of distinction throughout. 6" and 10" Ruf 
Rider Redwood Select Knotty Bevel Sidings 
alternated for a varied line carried right into 
the soffit. 
Palco's 3/8 x 5 Clear All Heart Palco-Loe Panel
ing in the living room's vaulted ceiling says 
''WOW!" Used in the sauna for its beauty and 
stability, too. Redwood decks round it out. This 
Minneapolis Builder's Association 1981 Reggie 

Realty and designed by Don Pertinen. A little 
house on the prairie that turns peoples' heads! 
Ask your retail building supply dealer to show 
you his display of Canton's Ruf Rider Redwood 
sidings and Canton's Solid Lumber Panelings 
in a variety of patterns and species of wood or 
visit our Display Center anytime during busi
ness hours or by special appointment. 

Winner was built by Ron Smith of Raintree architectural 

VISIT our comprehensive 
Display Center featuring 
Redwood Clear Grades, 
Redwood Rustic Ruf 
Rider Grades, and 
Redwood Garden 
Grades, as well as 

PHONE 612 / 1• •'LCtt quality 
Redwood 

9110-83rd Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55445 
Mai l ing Address: P.O. Box 9328, Minneapolis. M innesota 55440 

a host of other soft
wood lumber and ply
wood products for use 
inside and out, struc
tures of all kinds. 
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Ask us to help you plan modulars: 
ceiling high movable walls, component 
furniture, office systems, carpet tile 

Pl_ease call: Doug Schmeling 925-7 560 
Trudy Gendler 925-7 532 
David Vick 925-7508 

GENERAL OFFICE PRODUCTS COMPANY 



Classic private townhouses atop Lowry Hill at Mt. Curve and Emerson Avenue South 

$250,000 
mortgages 
available 

Mortgages are available up to a quarter 
of a million dollars on Mount Curve Places 
townhouses , generally based on 25 to 30 
percent down and 30-year financing.· 

"This is a great indication of the degree 
of respect the business and financial com
munity holds for Mount Curve Place ," 
said Norman Ackerberg , co-developer. 
"Very few properties can command such 
respect and such high loan value." 

Ray Harris , the other co-developer, 
enumerated some of the reasons . "The -in
dividual homes are large ,'' he said , "from 
2 ,200 to 3 ,200 square feet of finished 
space , storage and laundry areas ... and 
not counting garages . When you consider 
the perfect site atop Lowry Hill , and the 
fact that these are essentially single family 
homes , you can make a very good argu
ment that these are the finest new homes 
that will be built in the city of Minneapolis 
for a long , long time ." 

Prices at Mount Curve Place range from 
$305 ,000 to $395 ,000 depending on the 
particular design . 

Built on the former site of the Dunwoody Mansion atop Lowry Hill, Mount Curve 
Place offers a spectacular view of the Minneapolis skyline and tree-lined solitude 
only minutes from the city's business, cultural and entertainment centers. 

Mt. Curve Place wins 
Home&Garden Award 

Minnesota Home & Garden magazine 
has named Mount Curve Place its 1981 
Award Winner for Townhouse Design. 

Announcing the award in its August 
edition , the magazine also said it was "par
ticularly impressed with the investment 
value Mount Curve Place homes repre-

sent:' observing that the price range was 
"comparable on a per-square-foot basis 
with most other new downtown housing '.' 

Minnesota Home & Garden went on 
the note , "Adding to their value is their 
rarity. Unlike condominiums , new town
houses (and new single family homes , 
which they most resemble) are extremely 
scarce in the city. 

Phase Two reservations 
now being accepted 

"The homes currently under construc
tion at Mount Curve Place :' the magazine 
continued , "may very well represent the 
last residences of their quality and out
standing design to be built in such a desir
able neighborhood, and there will be only 
41 of them. 

Only a few homes remain in Phase One 
at Mount Curve Place , and selections 
already are being made in Phase Two , a 
reflection of the esteem with which selec
tive homeowners still hold quality design , 
materials , craftsmanship and an ideal 
location . 

Phase One involved construction of 16 
of the 41 townhouses at Mount Curve 
Place . 

Seven distinctive floorplans offer per
sonalized living , and include such stan
dard features and options as oval and cir
cular staircases , sunken living rooms, bay 
windows and sunrooms. There also are 

skylit entry .foyers , fireplacces , terraces , 
slate hearths and three selections of oak 
hardwood floors . A master bedroom fire'
place can be added , even an elevator. All 
of this on a meticulously landscaped site 
featuring lush courtyards and private 
pool . 

No more than four of these beautiful 
homes share a driveway, and each has its 
own private entrante , mailbox and street 
address . 

Designer John Louis Field describes the 
homes as "a blend of old and new ideas 
perfect for today, related to yesterday and 
adaptable to tomorrow." 

"In addition to taking maximum advan
tage of an almost unbelievable view of 
downtown Minneapolis , the two-story 
townhouses designed by San Francisco ar
chitect John Louis Field feature exteriors of 
brown brick common to the neighborhood , 
and recreate the look and spaciousness of 
the neighborhood 's turn-of-the-century 
historic homes . 

"The result , in Minnesota Home & 
Garden 's view, is a complex of unusually 
fine homes that combine lofty, flowing in
teriors and spectacular views with exteri
ors which , while completely new, belong 
perfectly to the historic neighborhood in 
which they are set'. ' 

For more information or an appointment, call 332-4520 

Advertisement 
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editorial 

Housing and the 
missed opportunity 

Frank Lloyd Wright never made it easy for his 
admirers to understand him. His prose was at best 
high flown and convoluted. Yet who among us 
would care to step forward and venture a keener 
vision of what the American house might have 
been-and still could be-than does Mr. Wright in 
the following aspirational flight: 

"To make of a dwelling place a complete work 
of art, in itself expressive and beautiful and more 
intimately related to life than anything of detached 
sculpture or painting, lending itself freely and suita
bly to the individual needs of the dwellers, an har
monious entity fitting in color, pattern and nature 
the utilities-this is the modern American opportu
nity." 

Seven decades have come and gone since Amer
ica's greatest native-born architect expressed these 
high expectations during a mid-career hiatus in Eu
rope (of which Kate Johnson tells in her essay in this 
issue about the man and his demanding Minnetonka 
clients). Few would question today that the "modern 
American opportunity" he envisaged has also come 
and gone. ~ _ 

If one searches diligently, a thin sprinkling of 
dwellings-as-art may be found in this country. They 
are so few, however, as ,to punctuate the unpleasant, 
highly visible fact that we have made a terrible mess 
of the domestic landscape from one end of this 
country to the other. Just how much of a mess can 
be better comprehended by absorbing the message 
contained in a simple arithmetic computation (for 
which I am indebted to the well-known California 
architect-planner Richard Leitch). 

For convenience, let us say that the average 
number of occupants per house in the United States 

is three. And suppose we allocate a quarter of an 
acre for each house, thereby creating a hypothetical 
density of twelve persons to the acre-a very low 
density, as any housing developer can affirm. 

Now imagine yourself a super real estate devel
oper capable of buying enough land in one chunk to 
house everybody in the United States, twelve per
sons to the acre. How much land would you need? 
Roughly 30,000 square miles, or a swatch of about 
100 by 300 miles. Or, in familiar terms, a little 
more than one-third of the State of Minnesota's 
84,000 square miles. 

Traveling the nation's interstates, one cannot es
cape the palpable evidence that in order to house our 
citizenry on the theoretical equivalent of one-third of 
Minnesota's acreage, we have chewed up and other
wise grossly insulted millions of acres of land. 

Should this inordinate scatteration be a profes
sional concern of architects? I think so, and I think 
most architects also think so. If architects can be 
said to share one regret, it is their inability, for 
purely economic reasons, to give housing the em
phasis it deserves in their practice. Some few archi
tects do manage to specialize in either free-stand~ng 
or multi-family residential work. But they alone 
cannot be expected to influence the forces that con
spire to produce Greater Slobburbia. They need the 
collective clout of the one profes-sion qualified by 
training and perspective to challenge the status quo 
by offering constructive alternatives. That profession 
is, of course, their own. 

Architects should be able to design houses that 
are, in Mr. Wright's words, complete works of art. 
But before they enjoy that increasingly elusive op
portunity, they must concentrate their skills, and 
their will, on causing decent and affordable housing 
to be built in a rational urban context. Not an easy 
task. But the need for an environmentally sound, 
energy-conserving future demands nothing less. 

William Houseman 
Editor 
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THE ¥111111' 
NEW LAIR 
NFL football today is reckoned to be either warfare-or simply 
everything. Thus any architect hired to design a new home for 
the pros may be pardoned for feeling a bit intimidated. So far, 
despite a slow start this fall, the Vikes act like happy clients. 

In the Minnesota Vikings' press re
lease describing their new training facil
ity at Eden Prairie, Minnesota, their 
publicist reports, "The Vikings began 
using Winter Park last November (and 
won five of their last seven games and 
the division title after moving in)." 

The inference is clear, and more than 
a little comforting to the architects, 
since it must be true that there exists no 
client quite so single-minded as the 
franchise-holder of a National Football 
League team. Winter Park, so named 
for the Vikings' president, Max Winter, 
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may be regarded as an architectural suc
cess, its completion having ostensibly 
had something to do with the happy 
ending to the team's winning season last 
year. For it has been the credo of NFL 
football, at least since the late Vince 
Lombardi proclaimed it in a moment of 
admirable candor, that winning is 
everything. 

Only one other occupational group 
the world over subscribes .to this credo: 
it is, of course, the military. Not for 
nothing, then, is pro football so often 
likened to all-out warfare. Nor is it sur-

prising, when you consider the absolut
ist nature of these kindred pursuits, that 
both place the highest possible premium 
on two strategic intangibles: security 
and morale. 

The Vikes are no different from the 
other NFL teams in their concern for 
visual security: they are all obsessed. A 
veritable horror story (from the grid
iron warrior's perspective, at least) that 
conditioned the Winter Park develop
ment team's thinking was recently re
called in a memo by one of the partici-



Discreetly ground-hug· 
ging as befits a pro football 
operation that eschews 
weekday publicity while 
the practice field head· 
knocking takes place, the 
Minnesota Vikings' Eden 
Prairie headquarters is a 
two-level, heavily bermed 
poured concrete structure 
of clean and simple lines. 

The entrance sports the 
team's purple and yellow 
coior scheme (above). A 
maintenance and storage 

facility is Invisible from the 
road but convenient to the 
playing fields (left and op· 
poslte). 

The main building in· 
eludes 33,500 square feet 
on two levels; the project 
was planned and built In 
less than a year at a cost 
of $2.6 million. 
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pants: "Haunted by the Dallas Cowboys' 
experience in constructing a practice fa
cility in the shadows of a hotel, the up
per floors of which are purportedly 
booked throughout the football season 
by, well, spies,the Vikings were natu
rally most concerned about the neigh
borhood." ("A fascinating research pro
ject lying. beyond AM's purview might 
seek to solve the mystery of why, if the 
Dallas Cowboys are spied on so relent
lessly, their opponents fail so consis
tently to prevent them from winning 
most of their games.) 

The training facility has been sited on 
an oak-dotted knob 50 feet above the 
Vikings' practice fields. A flood plain to 
the north and Interstate 494 to the 
south, together with the knob itself, re
strict views of the fields from three di
rections. From the fourth quadrant, 
covenants obtaining there favor the Vi
kings' security preoccupations. These 
covenants refer to a "visual intrusion 
plane," the purpose of which is to limit 
the heights of future buildings. Ex
plains one person who worked on the 
project, "Upper-floor occupants and 
would-be spies will only be able to eval
uate the arc of long passes and the hang 
time of punts, at least until the berm
top plantings mature." 

The architects for Winter Park were 
the Kansas City-based sports facilities 
specialists, Devine James Labinski & 
Myers, whose work for the New York 
Giants , Kansas City Chiefs, Los Angeles 
Rams and others has given them an in
sight perhaps second only to Howard 
Cosell's as to what makes professional 
football players tick. Indeed, such is the 
revealed planning wisdom built into 
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Winter Park that true sportsniks, unsul
lied by architectural influences, may 
confirm their grasp ofNFL folkways 
and mores by studying the site and floor 
plans shown herewith. 

A vital interest in morale, the second 
of the two strategic intangibles, is . 
everywhere apparent. The complex, it 
may be seen, occupies a 15-acre site that 
includes two 100-yard natural turf foot
ball fields, and, beneath an air-sup
ported structure, a 7 0-yard field for use 
during foul, and sometimes beastly, 
North Country weather. This field's 
surface is covered in SuperTurf, which, 
many players assert, should not be con
fused with . superior turf. 

The main building at Winter Park is 
partially earth sheltered; roughly 60 
percent of it is below grade. On its roof 
is an array af 80 flat-plate solar collector 
panels. These cover no less than 1,496 
square feet and supply 5 0 percent of the 
Vikes' hot water needs. Given the 
sweaty nature of their endeavors (see 
laundry located appropriately just off 
the locker room), this solar assist is a 
not inconsiderable contribution to the 
team's sense of well being. The eco
nomic payout on the solar system is also 
impressive; according to TEC Inc., me
chanical engineers for the project, the 
Vikings should save $15,000 a year on 
their hot water heating bills and amor
tize their investment in five years. 

The floor plans speak volumes as to 
the hierarchical nature of a professional 
football team. Just as the supply and 
fighting forces in an army are kept, as 
much as conditions permit, from each 
other's sight, so too at Winter Park all 
of the support troops-the bookkeepers, 

the secretaries, the PR people and even 
the president himself-are ostracized 
from those lower precincts where game 
plans are laid and hatched, where the 
muscular mercenaries are restored from 
week to week in body and spirit. (See 
plan captions for details.) 

Not least of the Winter Park project's 
distinctions is the speed with which it 
was built. According to Ron Labinski 
and Dennis Wellner, who were project 
architects, the time frame set by the Vi
kings allowed just ten months from pro
gramming to the completion of con
struction. Of that ten months, a bare 
four could be devoted from the start-up 
to programming through the completion 
of contract documents. Says Wellner, 
"The biggest load was carried by the 
contractor, Kraus-Anderson, of St. 
Paul. Their capabilities, plus a willing
ness to work with all the groups in
volved, was the key to the project's suc
cessful completion." 

Fully acclimated and presumably rar
ing to go into the first full season since 
Winter Park was built, the Vikings got 
off to a worrisome start this fall. If a 
clear correlation could be inferred be
tween the team's new facility and its 
winning ways last fall, what was wrong 
this fall? Had some grievous architec
tural flaw surfaced during the off-sea
son, thereby thwarting the Vikes' high 
expectations? As AM goes to press, it is 
comforting to see by the standings that 
the Vikes are doing quite a lot better. 
Whether or not the art and science of 
architecture has within it the capacity to 
make Minnesota's weekend warriors all
victorious, in accordance with the Lom
bardi credo, only time will tell. 



Upper level 

Lower level 

' :1 u I 

lJ 

The site plan (opposite) 
makes clear the arrange· 
ment of Winter Park's facil· 
ities as a complex aimed 
at serving the team's prime 
objective-the care and 
training of athletes. 

The main building's two 
levels are devoted to two 
antithetical pursuits: busi· 
ness and administration on 
the upper level (with the 
exception of the handball 
courts) and the physical 
and psychological well 
being of the football play· 
ers on the lower level. 

The coaches' cubicles, 
exercise and training 
r oms, screening room, ex· 
amination and locker 
rooms all convey graphi· 
cally the workings of a 
successful NFL franchise. 
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Hail (and Farewell?) 
to the Northwest School 
Of all regional ''styles,'' none is more legitimate. Henceforth, 
alas, we shall see less and less of it in its most fully realized 
form: the warm, woodsy, and increasingly expensive house. 

Hidden along the irregular and heav
ily forested slopes running back from 
coastal inlets and bays, or occasionally 
sited in pastoral settings and suburban 
lots-all the way from Oregon north
ward through British Columbia-a cer
tain kind of house has flourished in re
cent decades. 

Some say the Northwest school's 
product is the lineal descendent of the 
northern California houses designed 
early in the century by either Bernard 
Maybeck or the Greene brothers. But 
actually, apart from their shared cele
bration of the region's superb wood spe
cies as an architectural medium of 
expression, the two are temperamentally 
at odds. The Maybeck and Greene 
houses, however admirable for their 
warmth of character and materials, were 
essentially urban dwellings for gentri
fied clients. By contrast, the Northwest 
school turns its back on the urban mil
ieu, even when- or especially when
the building site is no more than a 50-
foot-wide wooded lot. 

In this school the site is made to seem 
almost everything. One of its most fa
mous post-graduates, Arthur Erickson, 
whose Vancouver houses of the genre 
are among the most celebrated, has in
terpreted the Northwest residential ar
chitecture in these words: "It was the 
natural surroundings that evoked a po
etic response from a few architects. For 
them, the house was more a device to 
enhance the magic of the site-to take 
advantage of the shifting moods of light 
and the great diversity of view to lead 
one through an experience of nature as 
if the house were landscape itself. The 
building materials were not wood, stone 
and glass, but dripping forests, shafts of 
sunlight, shimmering seas, moss-stud
ded rocks, heavy fringes of trees, or 
pale distances. Dictated by its surround
ings, the inner logic of the house was 
often subtle and hard to find." 

If Erickson's lyricism betrays a latent 
predisposition toward the classic Japa
nese aesthetic most often summed up in 
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the word shibui, the connection is not 
accidental. Most of the Northwest's 
school's more successful exponents have 
consciously sought to refine the robust
ness of heavy timber and hewn post 
with the delicacy of the shoji screen (or 
reasonable facsimile thereof), the spare 
appointments, earth tones, and an airi
ness gained mainly through post and 
beam construction. Such has been the 
appeal of this East-West amalgam that 
Paul Hayden Kirk, one of its most 
skillful blenders, walked off some years 
ago with four of a possible five awards 
in a major national residential design 
competition. (When asked to explain the 
jury's singular preference for his work, 
Kirk said, "Things grow fast out here 
and hide the flaws.") 

Most observers of the Northwest 
school attribute its impetus not only to 
the convergence of values indigenous 
and Oriental but also to the arrival in 
Portland in the late thirties of a young 
Italian architect named Pietro Belluschi. 
Smitten by the plain beautiful barns he 
saw in the region, he designed houses to 
look like them. His work had an instant 
appeal to the generation of young 
Northwest architects, mostly from the 
University of Washington, who built on 
his example following World War II 
and, in fact, became the Northwest 
school. (Meanwhile, having departed 
Oregon to win fame and an AIA Gold 
Medal in the East, Belluschi, poetically 
enough, returned to live in Portland 
several years ago.) 

Despite the Northwest architect's wish 
for a house to meld in consumate one
ness with its site, the unfortunate fact is 
that this architectural idiom, faithfully 
executed, consists of materials and 
craftsmanship that cost an awful lot of 
money. It does depend, as the houses in 
this Northwest portfolio attest, on the 
unstinting use of fine coastal woods: 
redwood, Douglas fir, cedar and hem
lock. Once cheap enough to be used lo
cally for sheathing broad expanses of 
wall and ceiling-boards were even 

matched in almost furniture like perfec
tion-these woods are no longer 
affordable to any but the very well-to
do. Similarly, the fineness of detailing 
calls for finish carpentry and masonry 
skills both scarce and expensive today, 

Two of the three houses on the fol
lowing pages-those designed by Arne 

· Bystrom and Ralph Anderson-exem
plify the mainstream Northwest style in 
substance and spirit. The third was 
done by the Seattle architect Wendell 
Lovett, whose somewhat more elegant 
houses, in combination with his influ
ence as a mentor to the younger genera
tion of Washington-trained architects, 
identify him as an important counter
vailing force in the region. 

From the second floor 
landing, a few steps from 
her loft bedroom, architect 
Arne Bystrom's client 
Peggy Moore may enjoy at 
one glance the elements 
she felt essential when she 
asked him to design a 
house for her on a 13-acre 
wooded site on an island 
bluff overlooking Admiralty 
Inlet and the Olympic 
Mountains in Washington. 
She wanted, and got, "an 
indigenous house of logs 
and heavy timber with a 
bedroom loft, a pitched 
roof and high spaces." The 
bridge leads to guest 
quarters, affords view of 
interior courtyard at right, 
of wooded site at left. 
Front entrance at the foot 
of the stairs opens to a 
surprising "outdoor" 
scene-the interior 
courtyard (see floor plans, 
page 39). 





Cautioned the client to her architect: Don't spoil any of the magnificent 
site's "reading spots," "thinking glens" or "strolling paths." 

Peggy Moore knew her site like the 
back of her hand, having often come to 
it from the city as a place of escape in 
the years before she decided to build. 
She wanted the house to displace noth
ing of the natural setting. Ironically, 
just before completion, the house was 
battered by the 120-mile gale winds of 
the Northwest's worst storm in history. 
The house stood firm, though six trees 
toppled on it, thanks to Bystrom's struc
tural system of twenty great log poles 
tied together by horizontal and diagonal 
members. 

A national AIA Honor Awards recip
ient, the Moore house is the product of 
an exceptionally effective collaboration 
between client and architect. Peggy 
Moore is an active proponent of several 
arts and creative crafts; thus she was 
prepared to convey her aesthetic ambi
tions for the house to Arne Bystrom in 
clear, positive terms. "Once we under
stood each other," recalls Bystrom, 
"everything was 'go., The project went 
forward without a single serious hitch.,, 
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Both the front elevation 
(below) and rear facing the 
water (left) dramatize the 
great "slipcovering" 
advantage gained by a log 
pole structural system that 
carries all of the 
gravitational and lateral 
forces imposed by the 
lofts, roof and walls. 
Through it, Bystrom was 
able to cut away the non· 
supporting shingle/window 
walls as he pleased to 
create exciting spaces, 
vistas and the play of light. 
Inch-thick insulating glass 
on the inlet side admits 
appreciable solar energy, 
and a massive stone and 
concrete floor collects and 
stores heat. 



Upper level 

Lower level 

Sunken conversation area 
(above) forming a U around 
the stone fireplace 
epitomizes the Northwest 
design approach: the bold 
use of wood and stone to 
convey a solid, secure 
sense of place, with 
generous window walls of 
the interior courtyard 
immediately at hand to 
keep a person in touch 
with nature. Courtyard, 
towering glass walls also 
enhance the kitchen and 
dining areas (left, and see 
also kitchen story on page 
68). By using steel framing 
for all fenestration, 
Bystrom achieved a 
delicate tracery pattern, in 
pleasing contrast with 
heavy wood members. The 
floor plans (far left) make 
clear the strategic 
architectural importance 
of the courtyard internally 
and the log·pole structural 
system peripherally. 
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The open court: 
''Like an opening 
in the forest 
canopy.'' 
Looking from Moore's 
bedroom loft through the 
roofless courtyard, the 
owner may enjoy an 
extraordinary composition 
of varied Interior and see· 
through spaces, as well as 
a gllmpae of the sky above 
all. From this same 
vantage point It la poaalble 
to see the courtyard 
entrance area (left, below), 
to communicate directly 
with the llvlng area 
(beyond loft rall, lower 
right), or to savor the 
spectacular view of 
Admiralty Inlet. Note how 
the post In the bedroom 
loft not only "liberates" the 
glass wall to function as a 
non-supporting screen but 
also suggests the rather 
pleasant notion of a tree 
trunk coming up through 
the floor. Speaking of the 
open court's benefits, 
architect Bystrom says, 
"By Introducing llght and 
air to the center, It adds a 
desired ambiguity between 
the sheltered Inside and 
the forest outside. The 
resultant shaft of llght la 
reminiscent of an opening 
In the forest canopy." 
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The architect who designed this handsome Northwest house 
starts, not from the bottom up, but from the top down. Then the 
rest of the house takes its cue from the roof. 

Seattle architect Ralph Anderson likes 
to dwell on the roof of a house; which is 
to say he stresses roof design as both a 
symbolic and form-giving element in 
the shaping of a house. In the one 
shown here, he developed a series of hip 
roofs above a V-shaped plan, then let 
them determine the form and character 
of the ceilings, the floor and wall pat
terns. Sited on a bluff overlooking 
Puget Sound, the house on its view side 
is notable for the pattern of triangles 
dictated, of course, by the roof and re
peated in glass bays. Anderson, who is a 
principal in the firm of Ralph Ander
son, Koch & Duarte, shares in common 
with many Northwest architects a fond
ness for wood. But perhaps more than 
most, he puts this material to work not 
only for its tone and texture value but 
also to provide strong pattern and 
shape, as may be seen in this house he 
designed for Del and Mary Buse. 

Though nominally a two· 
bedroom house, its 
rhythmic roofline, 
numerous decks and low 
profile combine to convey 
a look of architectural 
importance. Moreover, as 
implied in the dining area 
photo (left), rooms 
throughout the Buse house 
are not rooms per se; 
rather they are sequential 
spaces defined less by 
walls than by the visually 
conspicuous forms and 
patterns found in ceiling 
segments and floor areas. 
Equally strong space· 
defining features are the 
beautifully laid-up walls of 
native stone in gray, green 
and black tones. 
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Anderson's penchant for 
letting the roof determine 
what happens architectur· 
ally beneath it is best 
shown by this lovely penta· 
gonally shaped conversa· 
tion center (left), located 
at the apex of the inverted 
V plan (opposite, below). 
Its dramatic impact is im· 
mediate on anyone enter· 
ing the house. Each deck 
is enhanced aesthetically 
and functionally by the tri· 
angular bays which extend 
the interiors deep into 
them (left, above). 



The approach by foot is 
down a gently zigzagging 
series of landings pUnc· 
tuated by ground cover and 
ornamental planting~ An· 
derson's hip roof in Heavily 
textured cedar shakes 
contributes to a ground· 
hugging profile; one calcu· 
lated to hold in abeyance 
the surprise to be felt 
when the visitor discovers 
the view high above the 
sloping property. The ar· 
chitect's skill is evident in 
the related but still distinc· 
tive living, dining and con· 
versation areas (above). 

The single circulation corridor 
takes you on a delightful 

trip to various and 
varied spaces 
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Carved, chiseled and burnished-this urbane Northwest house shows off 
its elegant manners to passersby while withholding its indoor secrets 
from the neighbors 

The Scofield house sits on one of the 
many hundreds of tight suburban sites 
with limited views and nearby neigh
bors that test the resourcefulness of Se
attle architects. Wendell Lovett re
sponded to the test here by designing 
for the Scofields a highly civilized_envi
ronment of cylindrical forms, sheltering 
soffits, cavelike retreats, soaring white 
walls and cedar ceilings. Almost exclu
sively a designer of residences, Lovett 
elaborates and refines his architectural 
theories from houses, as discussed in 
"Designer Profile,'' page 4 7. 
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Soft, rounded cedar· 
sheathed exterior walls, an 
entrance foot bridge and a 
geometric glass canopy 
above it (below) all 
function as both sculptural 
and space-ordering 
elements. See, for 
example, how the glass 
canopy admits an 
extraordinary amount of 
north light to the lower, 
social area of the house 
(opposite). A stainless 
steel fireplace with . 
protruding convection 
tubes fits neatly beneath a 
triangular study-balcony. 
The master bedroom suite 
is also in the balconied 
upper level space. 





Rounded corners and a sharp-angled balcony perform architectural 
sleight-of-hand in enlivening interior spaces. 

·upper level 

Lower level 
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Wendell H. Lovett 

The stairway is the central 
architectural element 
through which the entire 
house functions (far left). 
At the entrance level it ties 
together with the master 
bedroom and, by balcony 
corridor, with the study 
that juts diagonally above 
the living pavillion. 
Speakers in study area 
wall are made an artful 
virtue. The two floor plans 
make explicit Lovett's 
interest in rounded corners 
to convey a sense of 
containment. These 
corners occur notably in 
the study, master 
bedroom, the baths on 
both levels, and the small 
retreat behind the stairway 
on the lower level which 
Lovett characterizes as a 
"cave." The kitchen and 
dining area (opposite, 
below) are tucked below 
the master bedroom, in 
single-story contrast to the 
high-ceilinged living 
pavillion. While north light 
enters the house through 
the glass entrance canopy, 
the living area is bathed in 
sunlight through the two· 
story window walls on the 
south. 

Architect-theorist Lovett 
believes buildings, like 
people, can make 
communicative gestures 

By Larry Woodin 

"We tend to put spaces on," says 
Wendell Lovett . "We wrap them 
around us, putting the openings-the 
eyes of the building-in front, and 
closed behind. The house can be 
thought of as the last in a chain of per
sonal body-shell extensions: clothes, 
chairs, beds, cars-especially sports cars 
with bucket seats-and finally houses." 

Lovett frequently uses the analogy of 
the human body: we have a backside 
composed of convex surfaces which we 
turn to others if we do not want to com
municate . Thus the fetal position is the 
closest form to a sphere the human body 
can create-the least communicative of 
forms. 

Next in the hierarchy of communica
tive postures-one used frequently in 
Lovett's buildings-is the cylinder. "It 
is best touched, if touched at all," says 
Lovett, "by the perpendicular. The flat 
plane also is not communicative; we can 
move along its surface but do not com
municate unless there is an opening in 
it. The most communicative forms are 
those which are concave, broken, sepa
rated, those which wrap or enclose the 
participant." 

Returning to the analogy of the body, 
Lovett refers to the "communicative 
side, the side with all the openings for 
sensory stimulation." One sees in his 
work obvious att~ntion to creating pri
vacy at the point of entry and careful 
thought to the gregarious or living side 
of the building. 

The psychology of space is a second 
interest. Here Lovett deals with two 
simple concepts: "stop" and "go" spaces, 
and "servant" and "served" spaces. 
Hallways are natural "go" spaces. 
"Stop" spaces are rooms in which people 
stop or gather. Such spaces accomodate 
more varied functions than most and 
approximate a cube in form. They are 
usually linked directly to "go" spaces. 

"Servant" spaces are those which pro
vide a service: kitchen, bathroom, 
dressing area, laundry , and so forth . 
"Served" spaces are those in which peo
ple gather for social purposes-living, 
dining, family rooms- or spaces where 
people retreat for privacy-such as 
dens, libraries and bedrooms. 

According to Lovett, "stop" spaces 
are by definition dead ends. By preserv
ing them as areas through which there 
is no traffic, the special character is re
tained . "Dead end" spaces also relate to 
his concern for the pyschological impli
cations of architectural space: people feel 

more comfortable in a space with a min
imum of cross traffic. 

The idea that buildings make com
municative gestures, or that architec
tural spaces convey a sense of psycholog
ical appropriateness implies that a 
"language of architecture" exists. Over 
the years, a major portion of Lovett's 
intellectual energy has been devoted to 
searching out identifiable components of 
this language. The language he speaks 
of is based on assumed, universal, sub
conscious human responses. His inter
pretations of it is general in character, 
thereby providing a basis for assessing 
the nature of any building. 

Lovett's thoughts about the use of 
materials and details comprise another 
area of concern. He is always concerned 
that a roof, a floor, countertop or win
dow frame will wear well. He creates 
details whjch emphasize changes in ma
terials and the process of assembly. He 
strives for consistency in resolving de
tail problems, often thereby inventing 
forms and shapes which may attract at
tention because they are unusual, but 
which are apropriate to their use. 

Lovett sees architecture as a "neces
sarily responsible form of expression." 
He talks of artists, painters and sculp
tors who deliberately seek new forms of 
expression. "Next year they will be off 
doing something different, and not re
turn to a previous mode of expression." 

The language of expression in archi
tecture is rich and varied, and it is dis
tinctly characteristic of Lovett's work 
that through it he has expressed his 
ideas with modern forms. He likes to 
think at "an elemental level." It follows 
that he thinks of eclecticism as a "cheap 
way of generating emotion." He doesn't 
think he will ever feel good about it. 

"We've got to realize," he says, ''that 
we are living in a special time and we 
have to be a part of our age. We have 
to make our own history, without know
ing what it will be. We have to discover 
what will be most suitable for us. The 
question is how to take the forms of a 
technological age and employ them in a 
way-always around and with people
that will meet the basic needs and de
sires. The materials, techniques and 
times will change. We must relate them 
to the never-changing-or, at least, 
slowly evolving-fundamental needs of 
people." 

Larry Woodin is a practicing architect 
and former student of Wendell Lovett's . 
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If the Twin Cities hope to be models of urban coherence, they'll 
need better conceived and executed projects than 

1200 
ON THE MALL 

How does it happen that buildings by 
excellent architectural firms sometimes 
miss the mark? 

Nathaniel Owings, the "O" in SOM, 
once sat in a coffee shop with a few 
Midwest architects at an AIA regional 
meeting and chatted candidly about this 
puzzlement. "We never worked harder 
or had higher hopes for a project than 
we did for the Union Carbide building 
on Park Avenue in New York," he re
called. "But it turned out to be one of 
our most disappointing jobs. It just 
never came off." 

Unfortunately, the same may be said 
for 1200 on the Mall in downtown 
Minneapolis. Here is a building that 
promised to argue the case for city 
lying. To live in 1200 could mean hav
ing a whole new urban experience liv
ing beyond your doorstep: Nicollet Mall 
being your neighborhood pedestrian 
equivalent of a magic carpet to all of 
the good things that are the stuff of cul
tural self-enrichment. Such a prospect is 
the standard one offered by realtors 
with apartments to sell, of course, and 
does not take into account the building's 
significance to those on the outside who 
never enter it but simply encounter it as 
one more conspicuous element in the ci
tyscape. 

How does 1200 on the Mall stack up 
strictly as a place to live? The quick an
swer is that it is typical of city apart
ment houses everywhere. Both 1200 and 
1225, a separately built but attached 
and integrally related structure, function 
as single-use bastions of privacy for 
those who can afford a condominium 
ranging from $100- to $300,000. Secu
rity here, as elsewhere, is a major con
sideration; the entrance lobbies are min
imal in size, spare to the point of 
austerity, and overseen by a security 
guard who monitors the entrance area 
from a small adjacent windowed room. 

Two features doubtless thought to en
hance the marketability of 1200 were 
the balconies and the "plaza" above the 
parking garage. Yet taken together, 
they succeed mainly in reducing one's 
sense of privacy; worse, the landscaped 
plaza forms a visual void that suggests 
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the bleakness of an exercise yard at a 
correctional institution. The bleakness is 
a poorly kept secret, too, inasmuch as 
transients occupying rooms at the new 
Hyatt Regency nearby may also ogle 
any 1200 resident who would dare to 
repair to the plaza for a sunbath. A 
measure of the balconies' worth, like 
that of so many other speculative condo
minium towers nowadays, is their emp
tiness, save for barbecue accoutrements 
and an occasional forlorn potted plant 
stored on them. 

But let us not presume to question the 
adequacy of 1200 as home for the con
dominium owners who've paid their 
money, secure in the knowledge that re
sales of units are yielding handsome eq
uity returns. A more legitimate question 
is: what does 1200 on the Mall do for 
the downtown of a city whose planning 
strategy is based on luring people back 
to the city-and keeping those lured 
here? 

1200 on the Mall is a downright in
trusion to the pedestrian moving south
ward on the Nicollet Mall; it has no 
reason to be where it is, interrupting as 
it does the transition from the Mall it
self to Loring Greenway. At street 
level, there is literally nothing inviting 
about this structure-no shops worth 
mentioning to enter, no architectural 
details to lend interest to the severe 
brick walls. The structure's cold aloof
ness can be felt in all seasons, but espe
cially during the winter months, when 
any compensatory factor in a building's 
design is most appreciated. 

The immediate neighborhood pro
vides no relief. As elements in the Min-

neapolis skyline, 1200 and its nearest 
neighbors, the new Hyatt Regency and 
the Holiday Inn (a truly terrible build
ing), contribute little but brand-new 
banality Minneapolitans will be obliged 
to live with for a quarter century or so. 

The most serious failure of a building 
like 1200 on the Mall, in these days of 
heightened interest in architectural vi
vacity, is its stoic dullness. Its design
ers, the Hodne/Stageberg Partners, are 
as keen as any firm around to demon
strate a new concept of urban architec
ture that invites active and varied par
ticipation by the public. Mixed-use is 
not merely a catch phase; nor is living
over-the-store. The notion has arrived 
that more livable cities will come, not 
from building impregnable fortresses 
for those who can afford them, but 
from intensive use and usefulness of un
conditionally accessible architecture. 
1200 on the Mall unfortunately was de
signed to have no truck with this no
tion. 

This is too bad, because the Hodne/ 
Stageberg Partners has done urban ar
chitecture of a quality that Nat Owings 
and SOM or anyone else might envy. 
Ironically, indeed, while SOM was 
doing a disappointing Union Carbide 
buiding in Manhattan, this young firm 
was busy designing one of the most 
highly acclaimed housing complexes yet 
to be built in New York City-the 
Harlem project sponsored by the Dis
trict 1199 National Union of Hospital 
and Care Employees and called simply 
1199 Plaza. This is by no means upper
income housing; yet it has not only 
taken its place as an exceptionally pow
erful post-War element in the New 
York skyline, but also established dis
tinguished design as a pragmatic tool 
for making urban living a workable 
proposition. The opportunity to do like
wise in Minnesota by Minnesota archi
tects is even more propitious. But it is 
an opportunity in danger of being 
squandered. If we can't build great cit
ies this time around, we'll never build 
them. I wonder if we shall. 

-William Houseman 



.. 
• 
• 

In an already harem· 
scarem area of undistin· 
guished structures scat· 
tered willy-nilly over 
roughly six square blocks, 
1200 on the Mall contrib· 
utes further to the visuaJ 
and functional chaos. And 
with the addition of still 
another great white pres· 
ence across the street
the Hyatt Regency Hotel 
(at right in aerial photo)
the chances of making the 
neighborhood make sense 
are reduced: The building's 
elevated, landscaped plaza 
above the parking garage 
(above) not only serves the 

residents unfeiicitously 
but, far more unfortu· 
nately, it eats up most of 
an entire block that might 
have been planned as a 
lively arcade of consider· 
able benefit to both the 
building's residents and 
the public as well. The pro 
forma balconies in con· 
dominum design (left) pro· 
vide extremely modest 
amenity in a fish·bowl set· 
ting. 
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At 1200 on the Mall, one family combined 
two small apartments into one really great one 

Those who extol the joys of city liv
ing seldom bring up the inconvenient 
fact that when you move from a house 
to a condo-even one at such a touted 
address as 1200 on the Mall in down
town Minneapolis-you must almost al
ways sacrifice two precious commodities: 
space and a sense of spaciousness. One 
occupant at 1200 overcame this dual de
ficiency, however, in a forthright man
ner. The John Cowles, Jr. family ac
quired two modest-sized apartments 
there, knocked out the party wall sepa
rating them, and, with the considerable 
help of interior designer Tom Gunkel
man, combined the two spaces into a 
home with all of the advantages of a 
large suburban house. For a family 
whose young adult children come and 
go, the bedrooms are sensibly modest. 
But the living-dining-kitchen area, em
bracing one great, building-wide space 
formerly broken in two, is a powerful 
social magnet: two seating areas, one 
quite informal and the other less so, 
flank the dining area. Window walls at 
each end of these living areas offer su-
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perb views of downtown M inneapolis, 
while a third, even broader glass wall 
borders the dining area . The operational 
headquarters for all of these free-flow
ing spaces (enlivened, not incidentally, 
by the family's collection of paintings 
and sculpture) is a wide-open, unapolo
getically self-revealing kitchen (see page 
68) . Here, as in the rest of the apart
ment, the storage of this supremely 
well-organized family consists of shelves 
and drawers so neatly stacked as to make 
cabinet doors not only unnecessary but 
undesirable. 

Flowing through all spaces 
in the Cowles apartment 
are two visually unifying 
elements: oak strip flooring 
and walls painted a 
mushroom hue. Mixing 
such old family posses· 
sions as a canopied bed in 
the master bedroom (left), 
and a mirrored wall paint· 
ing by Pistoletto in the 
wicker.furnished sitting 
room (below right), Mr. and 
Mrs. Cowles have created 
a highly personal· living en· 
vironment. The task of 
making two apartments 
into one required a prodi· 
gious amount of wall relo· 
cation, installation of new 
plumbing and lighting, 
soffits and storage. Hub of 
the house is the dining 
area centered between 
two living areas (below 
and opposite below). 



Range of specialized 
storage includes 
open-shelved, pin-neat 
dressing room in master 
bedroom suite (left) and 
music, TV and book wall in 
small passive enter· 
tainment room (far left). 
Track lighting is a 
practical remodeling 
solution in several 
apartment interiors. 
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Frank Lloyd Wright 
· and the 

Strong-Minded Littles 
While the great architect had ether things on his mind, 
a Peoria couple importuned him to give them the Lake 

Minnetonka summer house they wanted . .In the end, he did. 

• 
Early in 1908, a well-to-do and ar
chitecturally opinionated couple 

from Peoria commissioned their second 
home from Frank Lloyd Wright. They 
were Francis W. and Mary Trimble 
Little-he a lawyer and the owner of a 
utilit_ies company, she a music lover who 
studied piano under Franz Liszt. 

Their new house was to be a summer 
home on Lake Minnetonka, ultimately 
named "Northome." It was one of just 
six Frank Lloyd Wright houses built in 
the Twin Cities area, and it dragged on 
as a work-in-progress for six years be
fore it was completed. A relatively mod
est project, it came to epitomize during 
this protracted period both the exhilara
tion and exasperation that were so often 
visited on many of the great architect's 
clients. 

In 1972 the Little house was sold to 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art when 
its owners determined to build a 
smaller, year-round house on the site. 
Its great living room will soon be seen 
by the public as the dramatic terminus 
of the Metropolitan's new American 
Wing. The master bedroom hallway, a 
grand sweep of ten leaded glass win
dows plus French doors and side lights, 
was purchased by the Minneapolis Insti
tute of Arts. It will be reconstructed as 
part of the lnstitute's 1983 Centennial 
celebration. Ironically, through its sad 
destruction, this example of the work of 
America's best known and perhaps 
greatest domestic architect becomes ac
cessible to many more people. 

The Littles' first Wright house was in 
Peoria. Begun in 1902, it was large and 
stately, composed of simple masses of 
light brick organized around a central 
axis visually articulated by Wright's 
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by Kate Johnson 

Prairie House hallmark-a massive 
chimney core. 

The family was well pleased with this 
house, which was simpler yet in many 
details very similar to the much-publi
cized Susan Lawrence Dana house in 
Springfield, of the same year . While the 
scheme for ornament in the Dana house 
was elaborate-windows, murals and 
sculptural details deriving from a vari
ety of plant forms-the exterior of the 
Little house was quietly restrained; its 
leaded glass windows consisted of little 
more than vertical grilles. 

Like many other Wright clients, the 
Littles, as historian Leonard K. Eaton 
described them, were "strong-minded, 
straight-thinking individuals who knew 
what they wanted." But 1908 was the 
beginning of a difficult period in 
Wright's life and career, and work on 
the second Little house would not begin 
in earnest for another four years. 

In the interim, Wright's mastery of 
the horizontal Prairie House was real
ized in two masterpieces: the Coonley 
house (1908) and the Robie house 
(1909). Professionally, he had achieved 
the culmination of forms and ideas he 
had been developing since before the 
turn of the century. His bold designs 
for the non-domestic Larkin Company 
Administration Building ( 1904) and 
Unity Temple (1906) had brought him 
world-wide acclaim . 

For Wright it was a time begging for 
a visible break. In An Autobiography, he 
confessed, "The absorbing, consuming 
phase of my experience as an architect 
ended about 1909 ." 

Personally, too, his life demanded 
change. He left his wife of nineteen 
years and his six children to work in 

Europe on the publication of his work 
by the Wasmuth Company in Berlin. 
He took with him Mamah Cheney, the 
wife of a former client, for whom 
(along with her two children) he began, 
upon their return in 1911, the great 
Taliesen. 

In Europe, Wright became acutely 
aware of changing styles in the visual 
arts, and his natural architect's taste for 
abstraction was newly confirmed. "I 
clearly saw my trusty T-square and as
piring triangle as means to the ... end 
I had in view," he wrote, in reference 
to his major commission following the 
European self-exile: the Midway Gar
dens, begun in the fall of 1913. (Fi
nally came the call to Tokyo in 1914 to 
design the Imperial Hotel, a project 
that would occupy Wright almost fully 
for six years and firmly establish his 
standing as an international architect.) 

Through all of this, the Littles re
mained Wright's friends, supporters 
and determined clients. Their Minne
tonka house would contain elements of 
all these events and currents (many of 
them contradictory) in the life of their 
architect. 

The great living room of 
the Littles' Minnetonka 
summer house (opposite) 
was used primarily as a 
music room, where Mrs. 
Little performed as a seri· 
ous amateur pianist. It is 
now the property of the 

· Metropolitan Museum of 
Art in New York City, 
where it will eventually be 
installed in the American 
Wing. 
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Northome was to nestle, like 
Wright's Taliesen, into small hills on 
the shore of Lake Minnetonka. Unlike 
Taliesen, however, the view was in one 
direction. So a longitudinal plan was 
adopted. Wright arranged the living 
areas in an uninterrupted 250-foot hori
zontal, extending from the crest of one 
hillock to that of another; the kitchen 
and dining room were artfully tucked 
under this "bridge". 

In plan, the Little house is remarka
bly like the Robie house, though re
versed, both being penultimate exam
ples of Prairie House zoning and 

massing. Thus the Littles' house re
flected Wright's fully developed think
ing in terms of articulated function. 
The formal living room, which served 
primarily as a music room for the mu
sic-loving Littles, is separated from pri
vate family areas by a massive fireplace 
core. 

An early discarded elevation shows a 
somewhat startlingly classical or Sulli
vanesque arcade running the length of 
the living room. This drawing must 
pre-date the summer and fall of 1 912, 
when construction was actually under
way, and may have been the cause of 
Little's letter to Wright, dated February 
6, 1912, in which he wrote: "Why not 
recognize frankly that the difference be
tween us is fundamental and that it isn't in 
you to get the kind of house we want. You 
have made a very strong but unsuccessful 
effort to persuade us to like and accept 
something we don't like and don't want." 

Little's letter of November 5, 1913, 
referred to a different problem, but is 
nonetheless indicative of the clients' 
frustration combined with empathy for 
their architect friend. He wrote: "Have 
you lost interest in architecture or merely 
in the house? Something must be done or 
we must stop and wait for you to come to 
life ." 
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The client complained: 
''Why not recognize 
frankly that it isn't in you 
to get the kind of house 
we want.'' 

Whether or not the unexpected ar
cade-similar to one designed in 1899 
for the Husser house-is the part of the 
design to which Little in his February 
letter objected, it must be noted that 
Wright regularly recalled favorite motifs 
from earlier projects, invoking them 
later in programmatically and stylisti 
cally questionable contexts. Often the 
result was an unparalleled richness, as 
in the Imperial Hotel, a veritable com
pendium of Wright's ornament of the 
preceding 20 years. 

At any rate, the arcade was aban
doned in favor of a band of twelve 
squared lights recessed and spaced over 
twelve vertical sash windows on the two 
long sides of the living room. The great 
living/music room, 55 by 35 feet, was 
the most striking space in the Little 
house and, indeed, it was singled out by 
Henry-Russell Hitchcock as "the most" 
spacious domestic interior Wright has 
ever designed." 

The angles of the coved ceiling re
flected the roofline and culminated in 
leaded glass panels lighted from above 
(and thus not true skylights) . There are 
precedents for these panels in Unity 
Temple, the Coonley house, the Robert 
W. Evans house ( 1908) , the Thurber 

Art Gallery ( 1909) and, more Impor
tantly , Wright's own Oak Park home 
and studio, which were under construc
tion and continual re-design from 18 8 5. 

The windows in Wright's early 
houses consisted of only geometric de
signs in lead and clear glass. These ma
terials often took the form of simple 
diamond-shaped panes, as in the very 
influential project of 1901 for Ladies 
Home Journal, "A Home in a Prairie 
Town." Elaborate ceiling grille patterns 
were transformed by Wright into text 
borders for W. C. Gannett's publica
tion, The House Beautiful, printed in 

William H. Winslow's basement 
printshop during the winter of 
1896-1897. There they functioned 
solely as frames for the words and thus 
illustrate the difference between 
Wright's thinking about windows and 
the Victorian attitude toward stained 
glass. For Wright, an ornamented win
dow was a frame for the view, not a 
substitute for a painting. 

One of Wright's favorite literary 
classics was the mythic Tales of the Ara
bian Nights. They and other Eastern 
tales of earthly paradise are filled with 
references to jeweled trees, vines and 
arbors, symbols (in gardens of pleasure) 
of the structure of the universe-a 
trunk at the center, bearing fruits of 
stars .and planets. Such was Alladin's 
importance to Wright that he, his bottle 
and genie were the subjects of a large 
mural over the fireplace in Wright's 
Oak Park living room. 

Wright loved the earth in a profound 
way. He naturally came to use colored 
panes and abstracted plant forms in his 
windows, which are, after all, mere 
screens through which sunlight and pat
terns of shade filter into a house-and 
through which an interior communicates 
with its real context . Thus Wright made 



the animated opulence of nature a con
stant in the lives of those who lived in 
his houses. 

The windows for the Little house did 
not come easily. The Little/Wright cor
respondence indicates that Wright's first 
designs were rather elaborate. In a letter 
dated September 24, 1913, Little 
wrote: "Frankly the design looks stiff, for
mal and complicated and a very large 
amount of light is cut off. And I do not 
like green glass ." 

In exasperation, Little subsequently 
wrote: "You don't get what we want. 
Probably we have in mind at least in a 

vague way your designs of 8 or 10 years 
ago-the Thomas house or Miss Dana's 
say- While you are reaching for something 
different." 

''Have you lost interest in 
architecture or merely in 
the house? Something 
must be done or we must 
stop and wait for you to 
come to life.' ' 

Wright was indeed reaching for 
something different. That same fall of 
1913, he had become involved as noted 
earlier in the conception and design of 
the Chicago Midway Gardens, which in 
his autobiography he called "A Tale of 
the Architectural 'Arabian Nights.' " It 
was to be an entertainment center com
bining the sensory pleasures of Euro
pean sidewalk cafes or bierglirten with a 
program of high-quality entertainment 

ranging from dance bands to Anna Pav
lova. 

A major ornamental theme in the 
Midway Gardens was a falling cascade 
of triangles, the visual equivalent of a 
ripple of laughter. This motif was in
corporated in light fixtures, furniture, 
tablecloths, and glassware; in the dining 
room interior, it was apparent in three
dimensional sculpture, in relief, and in 
the leaded glass windows. 

It is curious that the Littles, who re
quested glass designs that were "quiet 
and simple," should approve a motif 
that derived from Wright's version of 

an Arabian pleasure garden! Certain al
terations, of course, were made. Most 
important, Wright included only white, 
some opaque sandblasted pieces, and one 
small red square (his signature) in each 
major bank of windows. 

Wright thought the design "delicate." 
In fact, the scale of ornament in the 
Little windows is much reduced, allow
ing for large uninterrupted sheets of 
plate glass. Each window at the clere
story level of the living room is a com
plete version of the decorative scheme. 
In the sash windows below, however, 
Wright sought to create the effect of 
one great "picture window," thus yield
ing to the creative imagination of the 
Littles, who wanted a "decorative screen 
and frame that allows for, but does not 
compete with, a view of the surround
ing lake." 

The festive character of both the 
Midway Gardens and the Little house 
glass is primarily due to the dancing 
white triangles. When seen from outside 
aginst a darkened interior they give the 
effect of aspen leaves twirling in the 
breeze. The imagery could not have 
been more appropriate to a setting on 
Lake Minnetonka. Further, the major 
glass motif was determined by the plan 

and structural program of the Little 
house. For Wright, ornament in the 
largest sense had not only to be part of 
the fabric of the structure (as opposed to 
something that was "tacked on"), but 
had also to grow -out of the unique logic 
of each building. "Integral ornament," 
Wright explained in The Natural House, 
"is simply structure-pattern made visi
bly articulate and seen in the building 
as it is seen articulate in the structure of 
the trees or a lily of the fields." 

The Little house, being essentially 
one room wide, is a single, very long 
line, offset just beyond the great chim-

"The Little house, being 
essentially one room wide 
(opposite), is a single, very 
long line, offset just be· 
yond the great chimney 
core," writes Kate John· 
son. In elevation (above), 
the house stretched 200 
feet from one rise to an· 
other, with the kitchen and 
dining room on lower level 
beneath bridgelike living 
room. 
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Reduced schema for the living room windows is notable for "the festive character of the patterns of white triangles." 

ney core. This broken axis is the basis 
for the major glass motif, seen at either 
end of the living room window schema 
(locational direction). It is the plan that 
is "mirrored" to create a complete and 
symmetrical frame. 

Throughout the house, screens were 
mounted inside the window frames, so 
that windows could swing open to the 
outside. Again, the festive character of 
the patterns of white triangles was most 
effective when a number of windows 
were opened. They must have expressed 
beautifully the inviting atmosphere 
which the Littles, who frequently pre
sented musical entertainment for 
friends, wished to convey. 

The bedroom hallway, acquired by 
the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, mea
sures 18 by 5 Y2 feet and contains ten 
tall windows, two small interior win
dows and two pairs of leaded-glass 
French doors. The intricacy of the win
dows is a marvel to see at close range. 
As in true stained-glass windows, these 
are reinforced with heavy lead mullions. 
The mullions are worked into the de
sign, itself completely rectilinear, and 
thus are expressed simply as heavier 
lines. Subtle shifts in axis of major lines 
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make the windows structurally strong 
while enriching their intellectual qual
ity. Wright's superb designs are fasci
nating visual games. Like the best ab
stract painting of the early '60s, their 
elegant richness is the result of deliber
ately limited means. Their modernity is 
echoed in the method of their manufac
ture: electro-glazing. 

Though Wright is often characterized 
as a romantic who specified natural ma
terials that were laboriously worked by 
hand, he was in fact a proponent of new 
industrial materials and processes-and 
frequently a pioneer, as in the areas of 
domestic heating and lighting. In his 
writings and verbal pronouncements, he 
made clear his conviction that ugly in
dustrially produced objects were the 
fault of insensitive designers, not the 
materials or processes employed. 

In addition to its fine glass, through
out the Little House one saw the sensi
tivity to materials and detailing that 
were a Wright hallmark. The wood
work of bleached oak included, in addi
tion to the usual door and window 
frames and baseboards, wall and ceiling 
stripping which not only further articu
lated the structure but also created a se
rene sense of rhythm and scale. Wright 
used these wood strips perhaps first out 
of a love for Japanese architecture, but, 
more significantly, because they were 
practical. The studs behind any plas
tered wall as well as the lath above a 
plastered ceiling will, over a period of 
time, reveal their pattern on the plas
tered surface. 

In the Minneapolis Institute of Arts' 
hallway, the vertical rhythm of the 
strips is repeated in oak grilles at the 
top of the wall opposite the windows 
(affording ventilation to the bedroom 
once behind that wall) and in a screen 
of very delicate verticals at the base of 
the window seat. Wright often used 

such grilles to cover unsightly radiators. 
Further, in an effort to avoid the effects 
of age, soil and damage, Wright tinted 
the actual plaster of his walls. In the 
Little house all plaster was tinted a 
warm beige; it was never meant to be 
painted. 

Throughout the six years during 
which their house was being designed 
and built, Francis and Mary Little dis
played amazing patience . Clearly, they 
were committed to Wright as their ar
chitect and knew that the process would 
not be easy . Little had written to 
Wright in February of 19 12, "If I 
thought you could get into (and stay in) the 
frame of mind where you really wanted to 
get our point of view I should prefer to 
have you rather than any one else I know 
design our house." 

For his part, Wright assured the Lit
tles again and again that he would give 
them whatever they wanted. In fact, 
Francis Little did send drawings of his 
own ideas for the glass designs to 
Wright, who responded that the house 
was beginning to look like a railroad 
station but that he would do as the Lit
tles wished . He didn't, of course, 
though the final design did incorporate 
the Littles' wish for large expanses of 
plain plate glass and eliminated virtually 
al_l color save for the red signature 
pieces. 

No matter that it took an unusually 
long time, finally both clients and archi
tect must have been gratified, the for
mer knowing what they wanted and the 
latter knowing he had succeeded in 
fashioning a splendid summer house 
against a background of profound per
sonal and professional turmoil. 

Kate Johnson is the chairman of the 
Education Division at the Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts. 



Before the bulldozer 
began dismantling the 
Little house (small photo 
opposite), Minneapolis 
architect-photographer 
Tom Martinson took record 
shots, including one of the 
entrance (above) and a 
windowed transition wall 
between the bedroom wing 
and the music room (left). 
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A ROUNDUP OF 
APT REGIONAL HOUSES 
Meaning suitable, of course, to their Upper Midwest setting, 
where the winters are sincere, the summers quixotic, and the 
populace wedded to the idea that architecture can be both 
pleasing to the eye and environmentally compatible. 
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A lakeshore house 
designed for 
privacy, large-scale 
entertaining and a 
future family. 

To a fair degree, this 
handsome cedar-sided 
house's character can be 
"read" from its exterior. Its 
site slopes on three sides
most emphatically toward 
the lake on the east-and 
the rooflines reflect these 
changes of grade. More 
pertinent. however, is the 
skill with which architects 
Alfred French and Associ
ates ordered the interior 
spaces to capitalize on the 
roof forms. The heart of this 
5,000-square-foot house in 
Piqua, Ohio, has integrally 
related social areas of vary
ing sizes and volumes of 
space-all shaped to satisfy 
the owners' penchant for en
tertaining up to 100 guests. 
A clear advantage of the 
roof system (beyond the dra
matic space it creates) may 
be seen in generous cleres
tory windows admitting an 
abundance of daylight in the 
master bedroom (left) and 
the living room (above left). 
A wide gallery makes move
ment from the living room to 
the glass-walled dining room 
(above right) a delightful ex
perience. Indeed, a circula
tion gallery circumscribes 
the entry court, connecting 
all major ground-level 
spaces in a sequence that 
also provides varied views. 
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In an unlikely setting, one sparkling success 
called for another 



Behind the red brick walls 
of this sedate old rowhouse 
in the Summit Hill district of 
St.Paul, lies an eye-opening 
surprise: the super-crisp 
white interior featured on 
AM's cover this issue. 

Taking one of the end units 
in the rowhouse (below), 
Roger Opp, its owner, and 
his Minneapolis architect, 
Design Consortium, Inc., 
created two 2-level 
apartments, one above the 
other, in a two-phase 
developmentJasting several 
years. Phase one consisted 
of making a rental unit of 
the basement and first floors, 
for the express purpose of 
providing income for 
developing the second unit. 
Phase two, a private 
residence for the owner in 
the top two floors, carries 
forward the thematic 
elements-two-story living 
i'Oom spaces (left), free
flowing balconies (right), and 
exposed sand-blasted 
brick-so successfully 
executed in the first phase 
(see Architecture Minnesota 
Nov./Dec. '78). 

As might be expected, the 
building's interior was 
extensively reworked; only 
the stairway to the upper 
unit, the bathroom locations, 
major plumbing runs, and 
the load-bearing walls were 
retained. The results, 
however, are a pleasing 
integration of modern forms 
and materials in a somewhat 
traditional context. Exposed 
bright blue metal ducts pass 
overhead between prismatic 
white walls, pipe railings, 
track lighting, and green 
hanging plants; the whole 
ensemble set against a 
backdrop of brick and 
natural wood floors. The 
balance seems just right. 
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The lakeside site 
is the angle this 
St. Paul angular 
house 
exploited 

Like a man-made escarp
ment-all angles and points 
and crags-the Richard 
Schifsky house turns an im
passive facade to the street. 
And also to its close neigh
bors on either side. Sensibly 
enough, though, the remain
ing elevation is preponder
antly glass, the better to en
joy a spectacular view to the 
south of the lakeshore just 
beyond this suburban St. 
Paul site. 

In doors, the living spaces 
are organized around a cen
tral chimney and utility core. 
And for each of these major 
spaces, St. Paul architects 
Rafferty, Rafferty, Miku
towski and Associates, Inc., 
have provided generous out
door decks (right); these, 
both visually and function
ally, establish a strong con
nection with the shoreline 
and lake. 

Though nominally a small 
house, having three bed
rooms and baths, its spa
ciousness is impressive; slop
ing two-story volumes in the 
entry and living areas are 
major reasons why. 

Clearly, the kitchen is the 
strategic command post in 
the scheme of things; lacking 
an exterior wall of its own, it 
nevertheless relates directly 
to the dining and perimeter 
deck areas. Upstairs, the 
laundry is ideally located 
midway among all bedrooms 
and baths (see plans). 
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Accordian-like, 
a charming 
new family 
social 
center pops from 
the end of a 
1920s farmhouse 

Hewing to the strong 
Norwegian immigrant 
influences in the design of 
this 1920s farmhouse, 
architect Duane Thorbeck 
(himself of Norwegian 
descent and a principal in 
the firm InterDesign, Inc., 
Minneapolis), designed an 
addition to his uncle's 
vacation home in northern 
Minnesota. The owners, Mr. 
& Mrs. Oscar Thorbeck, 
found they needed an 
addition large enough-due 
to frequent family 
reunions-for a dining table 
seating twelve and a 
solarium (left), with a 
generous outside deck. 

By choosing exterior 
siding and a roof design 
similar to the existing 
structure. the architect has 
successfully integrated the 
new with the olO. (below). 
The addition has the 
appearance of being part of 
the original design, almost 
as if it had been pulled out 
of the old house, like a 
sliding drawer. 

The interior, however, is 
treated in a contemporary 
manner and the separation 
of old and new is made an 
unmistakable fact: a painted 
dark-blue archway (above), 
between the existing living 
room and the newer dining 
room is a visual reminder. 
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Let those who think good affordable housing can't be built 
consider this exemplary South Dakota project 
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To design and build 
anything habitable in this 
country for anything less 
than $30 per square foot 
today is a feat not often 
attainable. But to design and 
build affordable multi-family 
housing of quality design
that's practically unheard of. 
Thus the Dakota Square 
Apartments in Aberdeen, 
South Dakota designed by 
Minneapolis architect Arvid 
Elness and Associates 
deserves a standing ovation. 

Complying with HUD 
Section 8 federal housing 
guidelines, Elness managed 
to pack 55 units onto a 4.1 
acre site (right) at the edge 
of a residential neighbor
hood in this northeastern 
South Dakota town for the 
incredibly low cost of 
$26,500 per unit, or $23 per 
square foot. 

The site' s trian~ar 
geometry had a direct 
bearing on the design and 
placement of the buildings. 
It was also the form 
generator for the articulated 
facades and roofs. The three 
interlocking buildings shield 
the more private outdoor 
"shared" spaces from the 
street, focusing on the 
centrally _placed community 
laundry, playfield "com
mons" and the ever-active 
sandbox (middle right). 

Daylight is-admitted on 
two sides of each living unit, 
thus making for refreshingly 
open and pleasant, yet still 
private apartments. Each 
unit has its own protected 
entrance (below), and the 
second-level balconies, 
overlooking the commons 
(left) provide dual benefits: 
they relieve a potentially 
monotonous facade while 
offering a strategic vantage 
point for parental 
supervision. 

Site plan for flat triangular 
plot (left) places three 
units so outdoor public 
areas are well defined. 
Above, plan for pivotal L· 
shaped middle unit. 
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Not an ordinary in-fill, but a prizewinning urban house that rests on 
In 1979 the City of St. Paul 

held a state wide housing 
competition with the auspi
cious goal of encouraging 
well designed energy 
efficient homes for vacant 
city lots. This striking St. 
Paul house (right), was one 
of the three winners. Archi
tects Sylvia Frank and Peter 
Carlsen managed to design 
an unexpectedly spacious 
house despite restrictive 
guidelines-tight set-backs 
on the site, maximum roof 
heights, extensive energy 
saving measures, and com
patibility with existing 
neighborhood architecture
as set by the city competi
tion. A skylighted two-story 
living room (far right), and a 
full three-story high en
trance lobby and stairwell 
(not shown), are not only 
dramatic spaces but integral 
elements of the heat and air 
circulation system for the 
entire building. 

The fenestration and unu
sual roof angles of this 
house (right above), adhere 
to the proven dictum that 
maximum southern and min
imum northern exposures 
are needed to obtain the 
greatest energy efficiency. 

Not a three-ring circus, but a solar house, · dog kennel and greenhouse 
Faced with a difficult site 

and the need to integrate a 
family-operated business 
into a home, architects J. 
Michael Dunn and Peter 
Curtis designed a dramatic 
house that welcomes the 
visitor while offering a 
retreat from business 
activities. 

It is a passive solar home 
owned by Brian and Cathy 
Fulmer, who operate a 
boarding kennel on the site. 
Located next to a busy 
highway and railroad in 
Orono, Minnesota, the north 
side is partially bermed to 
reduce noise and cut winter 
winds. Warm air is drawn 
from the south-facing 
greenhouse (right) and 
circulated under the living 
and dining room floors. The 
greenhouse also serves as a 
bright vestibule for after
hours customers. 

Upstairs, the steep roof 
line shapes the interior 
spaces, including the master 
bedroom (lower right). The 
owners have salvaged old 
oak pieces to complement 
the natural materials used to 
finish the house, inside and 
out. 
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a 40' St. Paul lot. 

The sharply angled roof 
(above and left), round 
stair tower and horizontal 
decorative strip (above· 
detail), give this home a 
contemporary look, but 
one that is compatible with 
the neighborhood. 

all co-existing together 

The llvlng room (upper 
left) looks out through the 
greenhouse that wanna It. 
Terra cotta tlle flooring 
helps retain the heat. 

Two Palladlan windows 
punctuate the redwood 
exterior of these 
Interlocking pyramidal 
fonns (lower left). 

The kitchen (above) Is a 
part of the main llvlng 
spaces separated only by 
the counter. The doors as 
well as the counter are 
salvaged pieces. They 
blend with the style of the 
llvlng room and mask the 
appliances. 
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THREE KITCHENS WITH 
A POINT OF VIEW 
Different in materials and makeup, these share an increasingly 
attractive attribute: the cook's part of the action. 
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A condominium 
kitchen 
stores no secrets 
behind doors 
The kitchen in the Cowles 
condominium at 1200 on 
the Mall (see p. 50) bene· 
fits from combining two 
units into one. Now twice 
as large and facing south, 
its open configuration em· 
braces the dining room ta· 
ble, where the Cowles fam· 
ily often congregates. The 
kitchen's most inspired 
elements: a rear window 
for dropping off groceries; 
and a two·level work island 
pa~ked with drawers 
which allows the cook to 
face the dining room but 
conceals food preparation 
from those at the table. 
The sculpture by Robert 
Grosvenor is untitled. 
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A Northwest 
kitchen lets the cook 
enjoy the scene 
The kitchen of this Puget 
Sound house (left and 
above) is as much a place 
to experience as to work 
in. Architect Arne Bystrom 
has used the counter, as 
he has used dropped 
beams and low walls in 
other parts of the house, to 
clarify its function while 
retaining a single volume 
of space (see plan above). 
The minimal presence of 
the counter and interlaced 
wood shelves overhead 
make it easy for owner 
Peggy Moore to see sur· 
rounding vistas, whether 
through the exterior win· 
dows or the glass-enclosed 
courtyard. This courtyard 
serves as the kitchen's in· 
terior focus and its plant· 
ings screen it slightly from 
other rooms, creating a 
feeling of privacy. 
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An urbane kitchen 
unifies the 
social setting 
The symmetrical plan, 
pleasing proportions and 
taut white walls of this 
kitchen designed by Alfred 
French and Associates, 
Minneapolis, gives it a se· 
rene dignity equal to the 
rest of the house (seep. 
58). The lighting contrib· 
utes to this quality. Sun· 
light filtered through trees 
fills the kitchen through 
south-facing windows (far 
left). The north-facing 
clerestory provides addi· 
tional light in winter. At 
night, recessed lights in 
the ceiling and under cabi· 
nets illuminate the 
counters, while lights di· 
rected upward from the 
cabinets provide a diffuse 
general light that can be 
dimmed or brightened 
(left). The kitchen serves 
two dining areas equally 
well. The counter next to 
the dining room contains a 
sliding board which pulls 
out on the dining room 
side, allowing the pass· 
through window to be 
closed. The work island in 
the kitchen defines the 
space between the eating 
and preparation areas and 
is a convenient serving 
counter. The wooden band 
around it and the other 
counters help draw this el· 
egant room into a single 
space. 
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At a thousand words apiece 
that's what it would take 
to describe the 3,000 photographs 
in our Past Tense Collection 
of Photo Decor. Dated from 
1860-1940 these charming, 
nostalgic images are available 
in any s~ze for perfect 
decor accents. 

A more contemporary approach? 
Our Custom Collection holds 
over 20,000 unique creations 
by master photographers and 
covers virtually every subject 
and theme. 

For bars and restaurants, 
offices and homes. For any 
place where ordinary pictures 
just won't do you can now 
use beautiful, affordable 
Photo Decor. 

Call us today 
and see more 
tomorrow. 

PSW 
DECOR • 
Lumber Exchange Building - Edison Wing 
Suite 7tlJ. 10 South 5th Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55401 • (61 2) 332-1688 



COBB, STRECKER, DUNPHY AND ZIMMERMANN 

Dear Architect: 

400 BUILDERS EXCHA GE BLur..:i 
M l NEAPOLIS . MINNESOTA 5:,~ r, 2 

PHONE (6 2) 339 -74 67 

Two years ago, the M.S.A.I.A. Professional Liability Committee 
conducted a survey of insurance carried by architectural firms. 
The results demonstrated that professional liability was second 
only to employee benefits as respects premiums paid. 

Our firm presently insures 115 architectural and engineering 
firms in the Twin Cities and Madison, Wisconsin. 

With this number of clients, we keep in close touch with the 
companies providing this type of coverage. All our companies 
are rated A+ by Best's. 

Whether your firm is involved in architecture, construction manage
ment or design build, we would be most anxious to discuss with 
you your coverage needs, the services we render and the premium 
cost. 

We would like to hear from you. Call Dennis Linder or myself at 
(612) 339-7467. 

Sincerely, 

COBB-STRECKER-DUNPHY & ZIMMERMANN 

R~n~-4J~ 
President 

P.S. We look forward to seeing you Thursday, November 5th, 10:15 am, at the MSAIA 
Convention, Seminar 7, "Loss Prevention and Professional Liability Insurance". 
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CORPORATE REPORT EXECUTIVE 
TPLACEINTRODUCES 

'l1HE 
PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES 
DIRECTORY 

Corporate Report's new Professional 
Services Directory will provide prof es
sionals with an opportunity to advertise 

Accountants 

Attorneys 

Engineers 

These and others will find an advertis
ing medium in the Professional Services 
Directory that is uniquely suited to their 
needs. The Directory offers a way to 
keep a company's name before its 
primary audience in a manner that 
reflects professional decorum and good 

their services to the people most likely to 
use them, business and industry ex
ecutives in Minnesota. 

Financial Advisors 

Management Consultants 

Architects 

taste. In many cases, a reproduction of 
the firm's business card will be not only 
convenient but appropriate. Others may 
wish to design a special message to fit 
the standard space. All advertisements 
will measure three and one-quarter inches 
by two inches. 

For further information about the Professional Services Directory, contact: 

7101 York Avenue South 

Sheila Riley at 835-6855 

Corporate 
REPORT~' 

Minnesota 

Minneapolis, MN 55435 612/ 835-6855 



PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES DIRECTORY 

The Profess ional Services Directory provides professionals w ith 
an opportunity to advertise their services to business and industry 
executives in Minnesota. Business cards may be displayed monthly 
for a period of six months at $ 1 60 per insertion or for 1 2 months at 
$140 per insertion . CORPORATE REPORT wil l furnish camera
ready artwork using your company ' s typeface and logo at no add i
t ional cost . Changes in copy or design are discouraged once artwork 
has been approved by the client . The publisher reserves the right to 
accept or reject any advertising at his discretion . For further infor
mation , contact Monica Kelley, Professional Services Directory , 
CORPORATE REPORT. 7101 York Avenue South , Edina , MN 
55435 . Telephone (612 ) 835-6855 . 

Accountants 

What kind of accounting finn 
doesn't stop at the bottom line? 
Minneapolis office 

339-9744 

Bloomington office 
835-7777 

St. Paul office 
291-8110 

Deloitte 
Haskins+ Sells 

Beyond the bottom line·" 

CPA firm service is people service 

Alexander Grant 
& COMPANY 

CERT I FIED PUBL IC ACCOUN TANTS 

Fifty-seven offices nationwide including 

Minneapolis St . Paul 
61 2/332 -0524 

Toucl?E Ross & Co. 
Auditing • Taxation • Management Consulting 

Actuarial and Employee Benefit s Consulting 

900 Pill sbury Center 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 

(612) 333-2301 

2000 American National Bank Building 
St. Paul, MN 55101 

(612) 222-2514 

Attorneys 

Wright, Roe & Schmidt 
Attorneys at Law 

2124 IDS Tower 
Minneapoli s, Minnesota 55402 

Telephone 612 333-3343 

New Brighton Office 
888 West C o unty Road 0 

Ne\\' Brighto n, Minnesorn 55112 
Telepho ne 61 2 633-7888 

Architects 

D~ 
D« 
Ken Johnson 
Russell J. Saulon 
Architects 
10800 Co. Rd . 15 - 1\~pls .. Mn . 55441 546-6196 

Management 

RS financial/ administrative 
&a consulting 

Assisting companies in financing, 
planning, organizational design, 
accounting controls and information 
systems. 

RODneY e. STal.LE!Y 
& assoc1ai-es.1nc. 

7101 York Avenue south Consultants to Management 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435 
Phone: 612/831-6059 

Financial Advisors 

S8§8P~1 
PAUL R. KENVvORTHY CFP 

g8§18 HARVEY R. PECK CFA 
id8 8 TYRON K. ESTLICK CFA 

Tax and Investment Planning Consultants 

1640 East 7 th S reet 
Minneapolis. innesota 55423 
(612) 866-3468 



Keep out the Sun . . . 
(and other undesirable elements). 

ROTO-VENT Thermal 
Windows are designed 
for maximum security 
with good ventilation 
PLUS sunlight control. 

o Rotating vent lets fresh air in when 
you want it, shuts out drafts when 
closed . Designed with continuous 
polyfin , polypile weatherstripping 
inside, the vent is made from 
extruded polyvinyl chloride. 

D Venetian Blind, sealed between 
exterior lite and removable interior 
lite controls up to 70% of solar 
energy hitting the face of the 
window. 

o Full 1J/4" air space between glass 
lites. 

D High density polyurethane thermal 
barrier eliminates condensation 
during cold weather. 

D Deep air space between lites 
reduces outside noise. 

A 

401 E. 78th Street, Mpls. MN 55420 

Telephone: 888-8925 

allmllmCS® 
fine cabinetry 

PARTNERS 4, DESIGN 
IN THE GALLERIA 
3601 WEST SIXTY-NINTH STREET 
EDINA, MINNESOTA 55435 I 612-927-4444 
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news, notes & opinions 
continued from p. 14 

tion: it was also the cheapest. Total cost 
of construction was $86 million, or a 
little over $5 million per mile-as com
pared with $34 million per mile for 
San Francisco's BART system and $70 
million per mile for the Washington, 
D.C . Metrorail. 

Even more remarkable, not a dime of 
federal money was needed for the job. 
The project was financed entirely by 
revenues from the state gasoline tax and 
a local sales tax. Moreover, it was com
pleted in less than two years and came 
in $. 5 million under budget . Of the 16 
miles of track, 14 were in place, the 
property of the old San Diego and Ari
zona Eastern Railway. San Diego's city 
fathers bought the single-track line for 
$18 million, but only after striking a 
shrewd bargain. They insisted that the 
line's owner, the Southern Pacific Rail
road, first repair considerable damage 
caused by a tropical storm. 

The Tia Juana is also a bargain for 
its passengers, both in time and money. 
Running time, including 18 stops, is 40 
minutes, compared wi th 77 minutes for 
a city bus. The basic fare is $1, but for 
trips within the San Diego downtown, it 
is just a quarter. 

Major restoration 
planned for the 
Saint Paul Hotel 

The Saint Paul Hotel, touted when it 
opened in 1910 as "built in the fine Eu
ropean tradition" will reopen sometime 
next year following a $24 million resto
ration. It has been closed for the past 
two years . Hammel, Green and Abra
hamson, Inc., of Minneapolis, is the ar
chitect for the project. 

Exterior changes will include moving 
the hotel's main entrance from its pres
ent location at Fifth and St. Peter 
streets to the Market Street side of the 
building, which faces Rice Park. A 
glass canopy will cover the new en
trance. 

Inside, the number of rooms will be 
reduced to 260 and their size increased. 
Interior designer Sarah Lee of Tom Lee 
Ltd . , New York, wi ll recreate the am
bience favored by the builders of the 
city's Summit Avenue mansions, with 
oriental carpets, high back chairs and 
crystal chandeliers in the lobby, lounges 
and restaurants. 

On the hotel's south side, a new 300-
car parking ramp will be built. A study 
is now being done by BRW Architects 
on the feasibility of adding a 17 to 24-
story office tower above the ramp, ac
cording to Joseph McCarthy, president 



of Lincoln Hotel Corporation, the Dal
las-based co-developer of the project . 
Lincoln's partner is the Jefferson Com
pany of Minneapolis, which was respon
sible for the Saint Anthony Main river
front development. An Urban 
Development Action Grant , and the 
proposed sale of $1 0 million in revenue 
bonds by the St. Paul Port Authority 
will help finance the project . 

The Saint Paul Hotel was built 7 I 
years ago at a cost of $325 ,000 by ci ty 
industrialist and civic leader Lucius 
Ordway . It was designed by New York 
architects Reed and Stem, best known 
for designing Grand Central Station. 

Ellerbe to design gas 
company headquarters 

Ellerbe Associates, Inc ., of Minneap
olis, has been selected by lnterNorth, 
Inc., a major oil and gas company, to 
design a new $21 million corporate 
headquarters on a 14-acre site in down
town Omaha, Nebraska. The firm re
ceived the commission following a na
tional design competition in which 
lnterNorth interviewed some two dozen 
architectural firms and requested design 
proposals from five finalists . Ellerbe 
will design a nine-level headquarters 
building and up to five additional office 
buildings during the next I 0 years in 
the new Inter North Center . 

"For Ellerbe Associates, or any other 
architectural firm, this kind of commis
sion represents a very special opportu
nity," Dennis Walsh, president of El
lerbe, said. "The chance to design a 
number of bui ldings as related entities 
for a single client of the stature of an 
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New! Pivot Thermal Windows 
take a turn for the better. 

Avoid expensive exterior cleaning 
costs . . . eliminate condensation 
. . . reduce air infiltration to .083 
C.F.M. per foot at 50 M.P.H. 
pressure. 
Our new Pivots feature: 
• High density polyurethane 

mal barrier. 
• 2 7/16" deep frame with 

thick walls. 
• Double weatherstripping. 
• 'Life Safety' hardware. 

Fully operable 
venetian blind 
between lites 
optional. 

Horizontal 
or vertical 

pivots available. 
For the 

newest ideas in 
window design, call: 

MINNf SOT A 

rilmH~mCiJum 
WINDOW SALLS 

888-8925 
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Inter North during a 10-year period, 
well, it's as challenging and exciting a 
design opportunity as you can hope for ." 

When the first building is completed 
in mid-1984, it will house more than 
600 corporate employees. Other 
lnterNorth operating companies that 
eventually will move into the new cen
ter as additional buildings are con
structed are Northern Liquid Fuels 
Co., Northern Natural Resources Co. , 
Northern Plains Natural Gas Co. and 
Northern Petro-chemical Company. 

Wisconsin town receives 
ASID award 

The American Society of Interior De
signers (ASID) presented its annual 
Human Environment Award to the Vil
lage of Soldiers Grove, Wisconsin . The 
small community, faced with rebuilding 
its business district to avoid periodic 
flooding of the Kickapoo River, re
solved to make the Village a symbol of 
what can be done to cope with 
America's long-term energy shortage. 

The new business district buildings 
are built of wood, a renewable resource, 
and are designed to take advantage of 
solar energy. ASID cited the commu
nity for its "exemplary courage and ini
tiative" in proving that renewable re
sources can be a practical basis for the 
nation's future developments. Sydney 
and Rodney Wright, members of the 
Hawkweed Group, the architectural 
firm that designed the project, accepted 
the award on behalf of the town's 617 
people. 

Five semifinalists 
chosen in 
national ski resort 
design competition 

Five finalists are waiting to hear 
which of them will receive the commis
sion for the Phase I construction of 
EagleRidge, a $1. 10 million resort 
planned for Steamboat Springs, Colo
rado. The 3 7 .4 acre development will 
include housing, hotel and commercial 
space. 

The finalists, who received $20, 000 
apiece to prepare for the secohd stage of 
the national design competition, are: 
Architecture Studio, New York City, 
New York; lain Fraser and Thomas L. 
Thomson, St. Louis, Missouri; Goody, 
Clancy & Associates, Boston Massachu
setts; Ellis Kaplan/Lun Chan Associates, 
San Franciscor Californi~; and, Wou 
International, Inc., Newport Beach , 
California. The competition was open to 
any architect licensed in the United 
States . 

The jury that selected the five com
petitors will judge their final entries. 
They include Moshe Safdie, Charles 



Moore, Ralph Knowles, Paul Fried
berg, artd the sponsors, Stephen and 
Gordon Gunn. Bill N. Lacy, Cooper 
Union's president and this year's chair
man of the International Design Con
ference at Aspen, served as the profes
sional advisor to the competition. 

The deadline for second stage entries 
was October 15. The announcement of 
the winning design is expected in early 
November. 

Wright's Dana House to 
be opened to the public 

The State of Illinois has taken posses
sion of the Dana House, designed by 
Frank Lloyd Wright , and expects to 
open the historic structure to the public 
in six months to a year. It purchased the 
house from the Charles C. Thomas 
Publishing Company for $1 million. 
The company had owned it since 1944. 

The Dana House was designed by 
Wright from 1901-1902, with con
struction completed about 1907 . One of 
Wright's earlier works, the house em
ploys the sweeping "prairie" design that 
became a trademark of many of his later 
buildings. His client, Susan Lawrence 
Dana, was a silver-mining heiress and 
provided Wright with almost unlimited 
fu:ids. He designed not only the 35-
room structure, but also furnishings 
compatible with the total design. The 
building was added to the National 
Register of Historic Places in July 
1974. 

The Illinois Department of Conserva
tion's Historic Sites Division will be in 
charge of preservation and restoration of 
the Dana House. 

Ninth annual Energy 
Technology Conference 
to lure 7 ,000 
energy professionals 

Now sufficiently well known to call 
itself simply "ET'82," the largest annual 
energy forum of its kind in the world 
will convene February 16 for a three
day stand in the nation's capital at the 
Sheraton Washington Hotel. The 
theme, "Energy Efficiency in the 
Eighties," will be addressed in one way 
or another by 200 speakers, many from 
abroad. Also an exposition, ET'82 ex
pects 350 exhibitors to display their 
products and services in a wide range of 
energy technologies. More information 
and registration forms may be had by 
writing: Conference Managers, Govern
ment Institutes, Inc., P .O. Box 1096, 
Rockville, MD 20850 . 

News by Elizabeth Hallstrom 

Editorial oversight 
We regret that Steve Bergerson was not 
credited for the photos on page 51 of 
the August/Septe.mber issue. 

TheMSAL\ 
Energy Soureehook 

"Everything you always wanted to 
know about Energy hut forgot 
where you put it". 
Design professionals are deluged with energy information from 
all quarters. The Sourcebook will collect, sort, review, edit, condense 
and deliver it directly to subscribers, for only $35.00 for the first 
year (the volume and four supplements). 
•The most comprehensive collection of information representing 
the "state of the art" in energy-conscious design 
•Over 170 pages from nearly 40 sources 
•Quarterly supplements, with the first scheduled for Janauary, 1982 
•Place your order, postmarked by November 6, and pay only $25.00 

Enclose check/money order for $35.00, ($25.00 before Nov. '6, 1981), 
plus $1.25 for postage. '. 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City State Zip 

Total 

Please charge to my VISA/MC # _____________ _ 

Expiration date _ ____________________ _ 

____ Send me information on "getting published" in the Sourcebook. 
Mail to: MSAIA Energy Sourcebook, 314 Clifton Avenue, Minneapolis, 
MN 55403. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 
The MSAIA Energy Sourcebook is made possible through a grant from the Minnesota Energy Agency. 
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printing specialists since 1919 

- -----
~-~ 

printing co mp any, inc. 

411 broadway street 

la1hill 

st. paul, minnesota 55101 
612/222-0753 

I h•11 Furniture and kitchen studios al I Edina: 3519 W. 70th St. (6 France) 925-2611 
Mpls: 89 s. 10th St. (6 th• Mall) 339·8910 
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scanning the media 
continued from p. 2 1 

Minneapolis as an example, he writes, 
"Long-term plans ... include keeping 
its present residents and their offspring 
in the city. Therefore the Minneapolis 
design review requires approval for all 
housing projects of ten units or more .'' 
Other cities whose design review 
procedures are considered in the article: 
San Francisco, New York and Boston. 

A withering of 
grass roots 

FEWER THAN 40 PERCENT OF CON
DOMINIUM RESIDENTS FEEL THEIR 
CONDO ASSOCIATIONS ARE DOING A 
GOOD JOB OF MANAGING THE PLACE. 
So writes Robert W. Gilmer in the 
MIT- published Technology Review (Au
gust/September, 1 9 8 1). Recalling the 
high idealism that animated the "new 
towns" movement of the late 1960s, 
Gilmer cites the shortfall of "local par
ticipation" in community associations. 
For example, in 197 3 only 39 percent 
of the residents of Columbia, Maryland 
had attended even one meeting of their 
association. The attendance figures for 
Jonathan, Minnesota and Reston, Vir
ginia were 31 percent and 32 percent 
respectively; and worse, fewer than ten 
percent of all residents were completely 
satisfied with their association. 

Cutting the risks 
of failure 

THE BEST BET FOR RED UCING CON
STRUCTION UNCERTAINTIES IS MORE 
AND BETTER RESEARCH AND ITS AP
PLICATION. How to cope with inflation, 
dwindling productivity, and the demand 
for better building performance, inno
vation, new technologies, and a willing
ness to take the associated risks ? This is 
the dilemma posed in a speech by Rich
ard D . Marshall, of the National Bu
reau of Standards, and printed in the 
NBS publication, Dimensions (May/ 
June, 1 9 8 1). Says Marshall, "The de
signer in large part establishes or other
wise controls the overall chances of 
building failure through compliance 
with building codes and standards or 
through his or her own choice of design 
conservatism." Moving beyond the de
sign stage, he notes, "To promote com
petition and productivity, the contractor 
is usually given wide latitude regarding 
the construction sequence .... In many 
cases the risk that the structure will fail 
while under construction is unacceptably 
high." 



Hamburg over lightly 
GLASS-COVERED ARCADES HA VE 

MADE WEST GERMANY'S NORTHERN
MOST CITY A YEAR-ROUND DELIGHT. 
According to the English-language edi
tion of Scala (No. 7-8, 19 81 ) , Ham
burg leads the way in the building of 
all-weather "boulevards." Actually a 19th 
Century European idea revived, the ar
cades have caught on in Hamburg as in 
no other European city. A half dozen 
sheltering 200 retail businesses have 
been built in the last three years. The 
explanation by Scala: "The arcades have 
a magnetic effect even outside working 
hours, as they are a place where no one 
suffers either stress or boredom." 

Sock it to 'em 
YES, YO U MAY BUILD YOUR RA

MADA AND YO UR HOLIDAY INN , BUT 
YOU'VE GOT TO KICK IN SOMETHING 
FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD AROUND 
THEM. That's the compromise deal San 
Francisco's officials are working out 
with developers seeking to invade the 
Tenderloin district , a shabby neighbor
hood that is home for over 25 ,0 00 poor 
and elderly citizens. As reported in 
Planning (September , 1981 ) , the idea is 
for the developers to subsidize the rents 
in some of the Tenderloin's existing res
idential hotels, in exchange for building 
rights. E ventually, the accrued subsidy 
funds would be used by a community 
group to buy and rehab some of the 
most dilapidated places. 

Sunbelt or zilchbelt? 
"IN HOUSTON, YO U CAN COME IN 

FROM SUBURBIA AND SPEND YOUR 
WHOLE DAY WITHOUT EVER HAVING 
SET FOOT IN HOUSTON ," writes Wil
liam H. Whyte, one of this country's 
keenest students of urban dynamics, in 
Livability (Summer , 198 1) . Speaking at 
the annual meeting of Partners for Liv
able Places, a non-profit catalyst for up
grading the quality of life in cities, 
Holly Whyte observes, "Structurally, 
the old center city is excellently adapted 
to the needs of the energy-short and 
help-short future that we see before us. 
It is also wonderfully positioned to 
reaffirm its ancient function as the 
agora, as the central meeting place. Yes , 
there are appalling problems. For the 
new cities of the South and Southwest 
too, there will be far less federal help, 
and this is going to hurt indeed." 

Granite. 
Beautiful for 

heavy traffic areas. 

Architects: Lawrence Halprin & Associates Architect: Joe Karr & Associates, Chicago, IL 

SECTION SECTION 

Cold Spring granite is a natural for landscape applications. Its warm colors 
and natural textures blend beautifully with the environment. And at the same 
time, granite provides the designer with the flexibility he needs to create areas 
of unusual and lasting beauty. 

At Cold Spring we now have a wide variety of Module 
Pavers and Durax Blocks available. For more informa
tion, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our 
products in use, call (612) 685-3621. Or write to the 
address below. 

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. P 202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320 
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SPANCRETE MIDWEST COMPANY 
... IS A LOT MORE THAN FLOOR SLABS. 

In fact, we do it all! 

HOUSING: Robbins Landing, Robbinsdale - Prefabricated 
concrete walls, Spancrete floors and roof. 

STADIUMS: Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome, Minneapolis - Precast stadia sections 
and vomitories, beams, double tee and Spancrete concourse floor. 

INDUSTRIAL/WAREHOUSE FACILITIES: C. S. McCrossan Service Facility, 
Maple Grove - Precast wall panels, beams, columns, double tee roof and 

SHOPPING CENTERS: Herberger's Department Store at Kandi Mall, Spancrete floor. 
Willmar - Precast insulated Corewall panels. 

PARKING RAMPS: St. Mary's Hospital, Minneapolis - Architectural 
panels, beams, columns and long-span double tees. 

SPAN CRETE 
MIDWEST CO. 
Box AA • Osseo, Minnesota • 55369 

a member of THE NORTH STAR GROUP 0 

OFFICE BUILDINGS: One Paramount Plaza, Bloomington - Precast wall 
panels, Spancrete floors and roof. 

Spancrete Midwest Company is a total capability, precast 
producer. We offer many durable benefits including fire re
sistance, flexible custom design, rapid alt weather construc
tion, minimal maintenance and economy. Because we make a 
lot more than just floor slabs, we can provide a single product 
or a total precast system tailored to meet your specific needs. 

Get the concrete facts from our Sales Department. 
Cal l: (612) 425·5555 



You may be able to find Professional Liability Insur
ance Coverage for your architectural or engineering 
practice for less money, but you won' t find a pro
gram .that works as hard or does as much for you as 
CNA' s Architects' and Engineers' ·Professional 
Liability Insurance, administered by Victor 0. 
Schinnerer & Company, Inc. 

We've been in the business a lot longer than any 
other company that provides this type of coverage. 
We've worked·every step of the way wi th AIA and 
NSPE!PEPP to develop a program that answers your 
specific needs. 

Ours is the most comprehensive profess ional 
liabil ity insurance program available, with special 
features like the Deductible Credit Plan, First Dollar 
Defense Cost Coverage and Fully Retroactive Coverage. 

So when you' re looking for Professional Liability 
Coverage, don' t forget to check what you' re getting 
for your money. What you give up to save a little now 
could cost you a lot later. 
The CNA Architects' and Engineers' Professional Liab ili ty Program 
is commended by the American Institute of Architects and the 
National Society of Professional Engineers/ PEPP. 

VldOrO. 

Sffiinnerer 
&..Company. Inc. Ask your broker for detai ls 

The First Is Still The Best 
Program Administrators & Underwriting Managers 

5028 Wisconsin Ave. , . W. 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
Phone: ( 202 ) 68~2850 

55 E. Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
Phone: ( 312 ) 939-1202 

40 Wall Street 
New York, New York 10005 
Phone: { 212 ) 344- 1000 

595 Market Street 
San Francisco, CA 94 105 
Phone: ( 415) 495-3444 

5! Weatherliner ... 
COMMERCIAL REPLACEMENT 

WINDOW 
AT LAST, THE MIDWEST'S PREFERRED PRIME WINDOW 

IS AVAILABLE FOR COMMERCIAL REPLACEMENT 
PROJECTS! 

~ A top rated prime window ... matched to a 
quick-to-install pan system. It adds up to the 
most energy-efficient replacement window 
on the Market! 

And that's only the beginning . . . you can choose 
from several ventilating styles ... 'fixed' styles ... 

a fully-insulated spandrel panel ... all with a con-
ductive " U" value of .43 and better! 

INNER WINDOW NOW YOU CAN DO MORE THAN REPLACE AN OLD WINDOW 
VERSATILE PANNING GIVES A WITH A NEW ONE_ - . "THERMALIZE" YOUR PROJECTS 

SNUG SEAL OVER OLD FRAME & TRIM WITH WEATHERLINER! 
THE 
GERKIN COMPANY 

COMPLETE DATA & LITERATURE 1501 Zenith Drive• Sioux City , Iowa 51103 
AVAILABE ON REQUEST Phone 712-255-5061 
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We Sell BUSINESS FURNITURE 
. and we mean business! 

Buaineaa Furniture Incorporated 
6210 Wayzata Boulevard Minneapolis, MN 

544-3311 

OUR SIXTY-FIFTH YEAR OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE 
TO THE BUILDING INDUSTRY OF THE NORTHWEST 

FACE BRICK 
INDUSTRIAL PAVERS 

FLOOR AND PATIO BRICK 
STRUCTURAL GLAZED FACING TILE 

DECORATIVE CERAMIC FLOOR AND WALL TILE 

GENERAL OFFICES & DISPLAY ROOM 

MIDWAY WAREHOUSE 
1407 Marshall Avenue 

Saint Paul, Minnesota 55104 
Our new telephone number is: (AC 612) 646-8000 

From anywhere in Minnesota, dial us toll free: 800-392-0326 
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A Typewriter 
with Brains 

It was inevitable that the micropro
cessor-that magical fingernail sized 
computer super-chip that has revolu
tionized the calculator industry-should 
now invade the last bastion of labor in
tensive office technology, the typewriter 
market. Leading the way, once again, is 
the Italian based Olivetti Corporation 
with its new line of matte-black office 
machines that are more word processor 
than traditional typewriter. By trading 
weight and metal for lightness and in
telligence, Olivetti has produced the 
most versatile and quiet typewriter 
we've seen. 

One of the key elements in the Oli
vetti ET22 l (shown here), is the "daisy 
wheel"-a device that prints up to 30 
characters per second by striking, in 
rapid succession, a spinning, spoked 
disk which carries an entire keyboard of 
1characters. This printing element does 
all of the moving; there is no slamming 
back and forth of the carriage as in 
older designs. And, with a total of only 
14 moving parts, the machine is rela
tively noiseless. 

This daisy wheel, coupled with an 



83 0 character memory storage, allow 
Olivetti to provide the ET221 with a 
whole list of special features not found 
on other typewriters : Electronic entry 
display for previewing copy, four letter
spacing pitches (Elite, Pica, the euro
pean Mikron, and Proportional), lift
off correction, vertical line printing, 
right-hand margin justification, auto
matic centering, end of page indicator, 
permanent memory for storing recur
rent phrases and formats, direct and 
"global" search & replacement, to name 
a few. 

An especially nice feature is the 
memory assisted lift-off capability. The 
typewriter remembers the last two full 
lines typed and can lift any single char
acter or both lines off the page with one 
push of a button. 

The design is by Mario Bellini, an 
architect, industrial designer and chief 
industrial design consultant to Oli vetti 
for the past twenty years (see AM Aug.I 
Sept . '81 -"Aspen and the Italian 
Idea"). 

Some of his more familiar designs in
clude the Tentazioni chair for Cassina, 
the Brionvega "black box" television, 
and the Divisumma calculator . Exam
ples of Bellini's work have been in
cluded in the permanent design collec
tion of the Museum of Modern Art in 
New York. 

-B.N.W. 

St. Olaf College 's new U shape dormitory follows the crest of a high 
point of land on the edge of the wooded campus in Northfield, 
Minnesota. Main entry is at the top of three levels which snuggle 
step-wise down the hillside. The 243 students live in dorm rooms 
grouped into family clusters, each with a study lounge. Sovik
Mathre-Sathrum-Quanbeck, Northfield, architects. Kratochvil Con
struction Co. Inc. , New Prague, general contractors. 

To create a "home-like" interior, the architects used 
veneer plaster over concrete block partitions. Besides 
a smooth, attractive finish, veneer plaster provides the 
hard, damage-resistant surface a dormitory needs. 
And plaster-surfaced concrete block provides good 
mass for sound control. 

Veneer plaster on masonry is only 1/8-inch thick . 
Plasterers apply a leveling brown coat, then a hard 
surface coat. It's a fast, economical surface that 
enhances masonry's benefits. 

Plaster. As always, an attractive answer to your needs. 

For interesting facts on this 
project, and design data on 
veneer plaster on masonry, 
just call the answer man, 
Clint Fladland or Ste•e Gallop, tS 
645-0208. LY MINNESOTA LATHING & 

PLASTERING BUREAU 
795 Raymond Avenue 
St. Paul, Minn. 55.114 
Phone: (612) 645-0208 
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When faced with a difficult framing and metal 
panel job, the natural choice was Specialty Sys
tems. With a broad background in mansard and 
facia's, the shopping center remodeling was a 
simple task. 

Call Specialty Systems when you need custom 
metal panels and framing, insulated wall and 
roof panels, and seamless metal roofing. 

Stop by and 
Visit us

Booth #319 
MSAIA State 
Convention 

A.. specialty 
~systems 

7400WEST125TH STREET 

SAVAGE, MN 55378 

612-894-5111 



MINNESOTA 
RETAINAGE 

LAW 
AMENDED 

Effective on and after July 1, 1980, retainage provisions of public contracts entered 
into by the State of Minnesota or any of its political subdivisions are amended 
as follows: 

An amount not to exceed 5 % of the value of the contract may be retained. 
Such retainage may be reduced or eliminated if work progresses satisfactorily. 

Contractor may deposit certain securities with the public contracting agency, 
or in a bank or trust company, in lieu of cash retainage. 

Interest on the securities shall be paid to the contractor as it accrues. 

THE PIPING INDUSTRY BELIEVES THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
AMENDMENT TO PUBLIC LAW HAVE MERIT, AND CAN SERVE AS A 
MODEL FOR PRIVATE AS WELL AS PUBLIC CONTRACTS. 

For more details on other provisions and exceptions, call or write us for a free copy of Chapter 464 Laws 
of Minnesota 1980. 

Twin Cities Piping Industry Fund 
2829 University Ave. S.E. Suite 304 
Minneapolis, MN 55414 
378-7600 

METRO ASSOCIATION OF 
PLUMBING• HEATING• COOLING CONTRACTORS 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
PLUMBING• HEATING• COOLING CONTRACTORS 

Piping Industry Development Council 
100 E. 14th Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55403 
870-4480 

TWIN CITIES 
PIPING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 

NATl~AL ASSOCIATION OF 
PLUMBING• HEATING• COOLING CONTRACTORS 

PIPING INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 

OF MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. ~UL 
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Brian Mahin 

It's not important if we are 
experts at golf or tennis-which 

we are not. 

What is important-

WE ARE EXPERTS IN 
OPERABLE WALLS 

When you need current, 
detailed information on 
operable walls-call us. 

Lf1Nmahin 
INCORPORATED 

~walz 
P.O. BOX 1379 14324 STEWART LN. 

I 

MINNETONKA, MN 55343 
PHONE: 935-7759 

DISTRIBUTORS OF: 

MODERNFOLD 

"don't lose it LEAF IT", at 
a new location - on or off site I 
1 STOCKER 8 1 spade, transplants +7/14"cal. 

85 inch dia. ball, now available for work 

9700 west bush lake rd., mpls., mn. 55438/944-1626 
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smart money 
Being an unbeholden 
emporium of well-designed 
personal and household 
items worth every penny 
asked for them 

Buying toys should be as much fun as 
playing with them. But it isn't- not 
when so many these days are either 
overpriced, shabbily made, or 
downright dangerous. The toys shown 
here are happy exceptions: though not 
always cheap, they are well made, 
attractive to the eye, and calculated to 
bring joy to both the giver and 
recipient. All toys from Toyworks, 
Minneapolis. 

Dinosaur models 
Who has not been fascinated with di

nosaurs at some time while growing up? 
With these models, a child-or an 
adult-can create a fossil version of the 
big lizards with walnut-sized brains . 
The piefes are punched out of thin 
sheets of wood, then sanded and fit to
gether without glue. The finished dino
saur can peer from a shelf or twirl on a 
string like a mobile. Several model 
sizes of different dinosaurs are available 
from $5.00 to $30.00. 

Train 
This wooden train with the shiny 

black engine and red wheels is made in 
Sweden. A child can do much more 
with it than simply pull it around the 
floor: both box cars come apart and fit 
back together in a variety of inter-



changeable ways that create new shapes 
and color combinations. About $26.50. 

Bag of blocks 
Future neo-post-modernists can prac

tice at an early age with these hardwood 
blocks painted bright blue, red, yellow 
and green . 

One hundred and seventy blocks 
come in a blue gingham drawstring bag 
for about $42.00. 

Model building kit 
A "Basic" Fischer-Technik kit makes 

fifty different scale models of construc
tion equipment that work like the real 
articles do. The parts are made out of a 
nylon plastic the company guarantees 
for two years. And for once, the box is 
not just something you take the kit 
home in: it is made of a stiff plastic and 
has dividers for keeping the pieces sepa
rate. These kits will make as many as 
3 0 0 different vehicles and even motors 
are available to make them run. the 
prices range from $24.00 to $100.00. 

OFTEN 

Especially with Landscape Structure's smooth, durable red
wood so suitable to the outdoor environment, designed and 
applied in so many interesting ways for 

SITE FURNISHINGS 
... that includes benches, planters, bench/ 
planter combinations, litter receptacles, 
picnic tables with benches. 

n: I>- nw r '' " ' '' ' PLAYGROUND STRUCTURES Ir 
' ~ ' ' 

, w c ? 
, ~ ', ¥;,, 
..... y~ q' ~ 

,....._.....,.... t 

,,,, .... « 

l"" :/, 

FITNESS COURSES 
... modular to fit any size area, scientifically 
designed for maximum physical effect for 
children (Playground Structures) .. . and for 

~ ~, "' ~ 

....._ ______ ....... teen and adults (Fitness Courses). 

If you'd like more Information, just call or return the coupon. 

EFA 
AND ASSOCIATES 

Earl F. Andersen 8r Assoc., Inc. 
9864 James Circle I Bloomington . MN 55431 
6121884-7300 
TOLL FREE WATS LINE: 1-800-862-6026 

Yes, I would llke Information on the products Indicated. 
0 Site Furnishings 0 Playground Structures 0 Fitness Courses 
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cvmD~ 
~Du® professionals 

UiJO®LPri~ ~Dur!~ ~®~TI 
EACH POCA CONTRACTOR 

I Employs only skilled journeymen 

I Complies with safety regulations 

I Is bonded and insured 

I Uses best quality materials 

Painting and Decorating Contractors of America 
MINNESOTA COUNCIL (612) 483-1125 

FEDERAL ~[M[Q)(UJ ~U~~~~ 
P.O . BOX 41099, 2550 NIAGARA LANE, 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55441 

612-476-1500 Telex: 290-396 Twx: 910-576-2402 Cable: FEDCOR 
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smart money 

Pogo stick 
T o a child , the intrigue of a pogo 

sti ck is that it makes you a little taller 
and seems a little dangerous, like stilts. 
T he design and all-metal construction of 
this pogo sti ck should make it last 
th roug h thousands of bounces. About 
$ 15 .00 . 

Whistles 
A whistle should make a nice sound 

(espec ially in the mouth of a six-year
old) and this wooden one does . Shaped 
like the pawn in a chess set and painted 
or varni shed , it is as handsome as it is 
audible. Only $2 .25 at Toyworks. 



Approved * 

... another unballasted EP : ri , fing sy until you 
have checked the tremendous cost savings and advantages 

~ 

. of our Benoit BATTENffm System. 

The drawing above illustrates three 
typical deck constru?~ions. 

IJ Metal deck (minimum 22 gauge) 

El Wood deck ( ~~~i~~~e~i 

m Concrete deck (Structural only) 

• Factory Mutual approved 

• Talc-free membrane eliminates ex
tensive cleaning for field seaming 

• Avoids costly adhesive and seam 
sealer 

• No waiting for adhesives to dry 

• Batten flashing is machine or 
hand applied in one operation 

• Wide sheets can be used up to 
32'10" x 100' 

• Save substantial labor 

• Self-vulcanizing seams and bat
ten flashings assures a perma
nent watertight roof 

4" wide, Self-Vulcanized, Double 
Faced Tape is applied over the 
metal battens with the paper left 
in ·place. 

Remove paper and install 4" wide 
EPDM strips over tape, hand roll 
all bonded surfaces. 

Here is an unballasted EPDM system 
that surpasses all competition. We can 
easily prove that our system is far less 
expensive to install than any fully ad
hered or other battened EPDM system. 

More important, our Benoit Batten Fast 
becomes completely vulcanized. This 
unique feature assures a permanent 
watertight membrane including field 
seams, battens, perimeter flashings. 
This feature is available only with the 
Benoit EPDM Roofing System. This is 
why we think we're the best and we 
can prove it. 

Check the appropriate number for lit
erature and samples. For a complete 
manual including construction details, 
specifications, etc., call or write us. 
* Subject to the co nd itions of approval as outl ined in FM 

approval repo rt #1 F2A4AM . 

!Ill ~~"·,-p~,!,iL~.m•£. St. Paul , MN 55104 
(612) 646-1387 Toll Free 1-800-328-1 436 

"See us at booth #524 & #526 at the MSAIA Convention." 
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With Elliott 
Beecbcralt 

you can have 
breakfast in 
Sioux Falls 

and lunch in 
Bismarck ... 

I 
I 
I SOUTH DAKOT~ 

' e 

An authorized Beechcraft Executive 
Flight Plan Center 

Flying Cloud Airport, Mpls. 
13801 Pioneer Trail 

(612) 944-1200 
MN Watts (800) 862 -6090 
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TWIN CITY FIREPLACE CO. 
1525W.RIVERROADN. • MPLS. MN. 55411 • PHONE(612)588-0791 



WiUe a Wt!HA ()()~ 
B Wl«dna 

•Rust & corrosion 

•Leaks 

D()h, t e~t ... 
•Condensation 

•High heat bills 

•Structural collapse risk from fire 

•High maintenance cost 

14 JtUt tU lhfp()/ltrud 
A4 Wl«d Yba f)()/ 

•Fire resistance 
•Design flexibility 
•Thermal storage 

capability 

•Strength 
•Durability 
•Fast construction 
•Choice of textures 

•Structural alternatives 
•One supplier for flat or double 

tee panels, columns & beams. 

c:TiiP 
Box 37, Wells, MN 56097 

1 -507-553-31 38 

WeJ!tA fAJiUe tM ~UtuM at w~ o()~. 
()()H4UfHtttt/ JMMJ§"'~M ru a (lfUdUt/ ()()hf/l()t l~l 

p~~ ml~ ()U/t ~ {,()f£ /llll tufUt§. 
l-800-?22-2229 f MWeu()(4 ()d!/) OCTOBER/NOVEMBER8 193 



There's no place 
like Hometel® 

for genuine 

MARBLE 

Granada Royal 
Hometel® of 
Bloomington 

ru:V!tderufiad/g ?§~ 
I CERAMIC TILE QUARR Y TILE MARBLE SLATE 

60 PLATO BLVD. ST. PAUL , MN 55107 PHONE : 2224759 

Architect's 
Dream unique s -unit 

f Or Sale overlook~ng beautiful 
Lake Harriet. Apartments 
have room for expansion. 
Also, 18-car garage under 

large backyard . 
Call John Bullion -929-4855. 
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) 

INVEST IN 
YOURSELF ... 
with ttre Prima 11 chair. This ergonomically 
designed task orientated seating gives you 
amazing comfort with complete spinal 
support. This unmatchable chair includes a 
multiposition tilt seat , fully adjustable 
backrest, and an air-lift height mechanism. 
By minimizing back fatigue and easing 
pressure under your th ighs, the return on your 
investment comes to you through comfort 
and increased work productivity . 

Available in five designer colors and two 
height ranges . Armrests are optional. 

Model No. 409 Reg . $335.50 

$268 40 Special AIA 
• Convention Price 

SAVE .. . $67.10 
See us at booths 609 , 611 , 708, 71 O, 
or stop in one of our stores. 

e 
arts1gn 
• 2501 26th Ave. So. , Mpls./721-6421 
• 1010 Nicollet Ave. So., Mpls./ 333-1595 
• 404 Marquette Ave. So., Mpls./ 333-3557 
• 54 E. 6th St. , St. Paul / 222-557 4 
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Caledonia schools has not yet 
chosen an architectural firm 
to begin work on remodeling 
in the Caledonia elementary 
school. 

This is just one of over 55 contem
plated construction projects sent last 
month to architectural and engineer
ing firms just like yours . You can get 
these new business leads, too. Our 
weekly Contemplated Construction 
Reports can give you the edge for 
less than you probably spend for 
coffee . 

For your free sample report. call 
or write: 

Western Press 
Clipping Services 
8441 Wayzata Blvd. Suite 160 
Golden Valley. MN 55426 
(612) 546-3639 
A Division of Chapin Publishing Co. 

IT BREATHES 

TEXTURED 

e EFFECTIVELY CONCEALS SURFACE DEFECTS 
e UNIFORM COLOR 
e FOR USE OVER PRECAST CONCRETE, 

CONCRETE BLOCK, PLASTER, STUCCO, 
MASONRY, BRICK 

e EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR 
e ADVANTAGES 

•Stain resistant •Water-repellent 
• Low polymer density 
• Tough, durable finish resistant to erosion by 

abrasives. 
• Allows surfaces to " breathe"-to release moisture-

blisterproof 
• Superior adhesion qualities to troublesome surfaces. 
• Excellent color selection and color retention. 
• Meets Federal Specifications (TIP-00555.) 

CON PRO 
UNIVERSITY AT 30TH AVENUE N.E. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55418 

(612) 781-9583 

All architect specified millwork 
furnished by Shaw's in clear, 
vertical grain fir. 

Architect/Engineer: Hammel Green and Abramson. Inc. General Contractor: Kraus-Anderson Construction Co. 
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CRAFTSMANSHIP IN EUROPEAN-STYLED KITCHEN CABINETS. 
SOLID HARDWOODS, VENEERS AND PLASTIC LAMINATES. 

CUSTOM-MADE IN MINNEAPOLIS. 

••lhnn WWnRHI 
3008 Bryant Avenue South •Minneapoli s, Minnesota 55408 • (612) 825-

II 

r1c ••• we represent 
more than 20 
of the highest 
quality brick 
and brick paver 
manufacturers 

call or visit our showroom 

WUNDER· KLEIN· DONOHUE CO. 
250 FREMONT NORTH MPLS., MINN. 55405 

612. 374·5050 
cement / dry wall / insulation 
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letter from the publisher 
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"Architects BITE!" 
That is the arresting title of a sprightly brochure offered free of 

charge by the Minnesota Society of Architects and AIA component 
offices throughout the country to anyone who always wanted to know 
more about architects but was afraid to ask. The avowed purpose of 
this brochure is "to dispel the four most commonly held ~isconcep
tions" nurtured by prospective residential clients. Those four miscon
ceptions are: 

1. "Architects just do blueprints." 
2. "All I need are four walls and a roof ... I don't need an 

architect." 
3. "Anyway, all I need is a builder, or a contractor." 
4. "An architect is a luxury I can't afford." 
Now that you know what architects are not, may I tell you what 

they are? Architects are the people who make the difference between 
the aforementioned four walls and a roof- and a home that exceeds in 
gratification whatever you might have imagined a home could be. The 
same applies in the case of an office tower, at one extreme, or an attic 
expansion at the other. By training and talent, architects are qualified 
to contribute materially to your comfort, your security, and your sense 
of well being. And they do so by design. 

I hope there is an architect -in your future. If that sounds im
probable, let me assure you that however modest your aspiration or 
budget, there is a choice of architects ready and able to help you. (Re
member, architects themselves think the single-family house is one of 
the most challenging, and satisfying, of all commissions.) 

We at MSAIA are indeed ready and we would love to help you. 
We are fortunate to have in this region an abundance of exceptionally 
well qualified registered architects, and we invite you to avail yourself 
of our professional referral service ( 612-8 7 4-8 77 1). Nothing pleases 
us more than to serve as the honest marriage brokers for talented ar
chitects and worthy clients. The referral service is free. 

We cannot vouch for all architects everywhere, of course, but let 
me assure you: ours do not bite. 

] am es P. Cramer 
Publisher 


